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A View of Unconstrained Optimization

Abstract

Finding the unconstrained minimizer of a function of more than one variable is an important problem

with many practical applications, including data fitting, engineering design, and process control. In addi-

tion, techniques for solving unconstrained optimization problems form the basis for most methods for solv-

ing constrained optimization problems. This paper surveys the state of the art for solving unconstrained

optimization problems and the closely related problem of solving systems of nonlinear equations. First # £ '1 1 r c

briefly give some mathematical background. Then we discuss Newton's method, the fundamental method

underlying most approaches to these problems, as well as the inexact Newton method. The two main prac-

tical deficiencies of Newton's method, the need for analytic derivatives and the possible failure to converge

to the solution from poor starting points, are the key issues in unconstrained optimization and are addressed
. _ A

next.a variety of techniques for approximating derivatives, including finite difference approxi-

mations, secant methods for nonlinear equations and unconsuained optimization, and the extension of these

techniques to solving large, sparse problems. Then-en ain methods used to ensure conver-

gence from poor starting points, line search methods and trust region methods. Non; .-bdelyiscs two

rather different approaches to unconstrained' optimization, the Nelder-Meade simplex method and conju-

gate direction methods. Finally we comment on some current research directions in the field, in the solu-

don of large problems, trlution of data fitting problems, new secant methods, the solution of singular

problems, and the use of parallel computers in unconstrained optimization.
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1. Preliminaries

1.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the most basic nonlinear optimization problem in continuous variables, the

unconstrained opaizmiion problem. Tis is the problem of finding the minimizing point of a nonlinear

function of n real variables, and it will be denoted

It will be assumed that f (x) is at least twice continuously differentiable.

The basic methods for unconstrained optimization are most easily understood through their relationI

to the basic methods for a second nonlinear algebraic problem, the nonlinear equations problem. This is

the problem of finding the simultaneous solution of n nonlinear equations in n unknowns, denoted

given F :]RO .-+ R4 , find x. for which F (x.)=0 (1.2)

where F (z) is assumed to be at least once continuously differentiable. Therefore, this chapter also will dis-

cuss the nonlinear equations problem as necessary for understanding unconstrained optimization.

Unconstrained optimization problems arise in virtually all areas of science and engineering, and in

many areas of the social sciences. In our experience, a significant percentage of real-world unconstrained

optimization problems are data fining problems (see Section 6.2). The size of real-world unconstrained

optimization problems is widely distributed, varying from small problems, say with n between 2 and 10, to

large problems, say with n in the hundreds or thousands. In many cases, the objective function f(x) is a

computer routine that is expensive to evaluate, so that even small problems often are expensive and .

difficult to solve.

The user of an unconstrained optimization method is expected to provide the function f (x) and a

starting guess to the solution, xo. The routine is expected to return an estimate of a local mninimizer x. of

f (z), the lowest point in some open subregion of IRn. The user optionally may provide routines for

evaluating the first and second partial derivatives of f (x), but in most cases they are not provided and

instead are approximated in various ways by the algorithm. Approximating these derivatives is one of the

main challenges of creating unconstrained optimization methods. The other main challenge is to create
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methods that will converge to a local minimizer even if xo is far from any minimum point. This is referred

to as the Slobal phase of the method. Te par of the method that converges quickly to x., once it is close

to it, is referred to as the local phase of the method.

This emphasis of this chapter is on modem, efficient methods for solving unconstrained optimization

problems, with particular attention given to the main areas of difficulty mentioned above. Since function

evaluation so often is expensive, the primary measure of efficiency often is the number of function (and

derivative) evaluations required. For problems with large numbers of variables, the number of arithmetic

operations required by the method itself (aside from function evaluations) and the storage requirements of

the method become increasingly important.

The remainder of this secti reviews some basic mathematics underlying this area and the rest of

continuous optimization. Section 2 discusses the basic local method for unconstrained optimization and

nonlinear equations, Newton's method. Section 3 discusses various approaches to approximating deriva-

tives when they aren't provided by the user. These include finite difference approximations of the deriva-

tives, and secant approximations, less accurate but less expensive approximations that have proven to lead

to more efficient algorithms for problems where function evaluation is expensive. We concentrate on the

most successful secant method for unconstrained optimization, the "BFGS" method, and as motivation we

also cover the most successful secant method for nonlinear equations, Broyden's method. Sections 2 and 3

cover both small and large dimension problems, although the solution of small problems is better under-

sood and therefore is discissed in more detail. Methods that are used when starting far from the solution,

ca'led global methods, are covered in Section 4. The two main approaches, line search methods and trust

region methods, both are covered in some detail. In Section 5 we cover two important methods that do not

fit couveniently in the Taylor series approach that underlies Sections 2 through 4. These are the Nelder-

Mead simplex method, an important method for solving problems in very few variables, and conjugate gra-

dient methods, one of the leading approaches to problems with very many variables. Section 6 briefly sur-

veys a number of current research directions in unconstrained optimization. These include further

approaches to solving problems in many variables, special methods for problems arising from dam fiting,

further issues in secant approximation of derivatives, the solution of problems where the Jacobian or Hes-

sian matrix at the solution is singular, and the use of parallel computers in solving unconstrained optimiza-
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tion problems.

The scope of this chapter is limited in many important ways which are then addressed by other

chapters of this book. We do not consider constrained optimization problems, problems where the domain

of permissible solutions is limited to those variables x satisfying one or more equality or inequality con-

straints. Constrained optimization problems in continuous variables are discussed in Chapter 3; the tech-

niques for solving these problems draw heavily upon the techniques for solving unconstrained problems.

We do not consider problems where f (x) is not differentiable; these are discussed in Chapter 9. We do not

discuss methods that attempt to find the global minimizer, the lowest of the possibly multiple local minim-

izers of f (x). Methods for finding the global minimizer, called global optimization methods, are discussed

in Chapter 11. Finally, we do not consider problems where some or all of the variables ae restricted to a

discrete set of values, for example the integers; these problems must be solved by techniques such as those

discussed in Chapters 2, 4, 5, and 6. It should be noted that in most nonlinear optimization problems

solved today, the variables are continuous, f (x) is differentiable, and a local minimizer provides a satisfac-

tory solution. This probably reflects available software as well as the needs of practical applications.

A number of books give substantial attention to unconstrained optimization and are recommended to

readers who desire additional information on this topic. These include Ortega and Rheinboldt [1970],

Fletcher [1980], Gill, Murray, and Wright [1981], and Dennis and Schnabel [1983].

1.2 Taylor Series Models
p.,

Most methods for optimizing nonlinear differentiable functions of continuous variables rely heavily

upon Taylor series expansions of these functions. This section briefly reviews the Taylor series expansions

used in unconstrained (and constrained) optimization and in solving systems of nonlinear equations, and a

few mathematical properties of these expansions. The matcrial of this section is developed fully in Ortega

and Rheinboldt [1970] or Dennis and Schnabel [1983].

The fundamental Taylor series approximation used in solving a system of nonlinear equations (1.2) is

the first two terms of the Taylor series approximation to F (x) around a current point x,

M(,) =F (x, + J (x,) (x -xc ).(1.3)
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Here the notation Mf stands for the current Newton model because we will see in Section 2 that local

methods for solving nonlinear equations are based on Taylor series models of the form (1.3), and Newton's

method is based specifically on (1.3). J(x,) denotes the n xn Jacobian matrix of first partial derivatives of ,

F (x) at x,; in general,

aFi (x )"
[(X)] F = - , i=l,""A n , j=l, -. ,n (1.4)

where Fi (x) denotes the i" component function of F (x).

The local convergence analysis of methods based upon (1.3) depends on the difference between

F(x) and Mlv(x). This and the next error bounds in this subsection, as well as most convergence results in

continuous optimization, use the concept of Lipschitz continuity. A function G of the n -vector x is said to

be Lipschitz continuous with constant y in an open neighborhood D cRR, written G e Lip(D), if for all

x.y e D,

II IG(x)-G(y)l I I <5y lix -y ii (1.5)

where II- II and III- III are appropriate norms. Now if J(x)e Lipj(D) in an open neighborhood

D e R4 containing x and x, using a vector norm II • I I and the associated matrix norm, then it is a stan-

dard result that

IIMN(x)-F(x)ll < 1 IIX -X 112. (1.6)

This result is similar to the familiar Taylor series with remainder results for functions of one variable but

requires no mention of higher derivatives of F.

The fundamental Taylor series expansion used in unconstrained optimization is the first three terms

of the Taylor series off (x) around x ,

mn(x. + d) =f(x) + g (x,)Td + 'A drH(xc)d. (1.7)

Here g(x,) denotes the n component gradient column vector of first partial derivatives off (x) evaluated

at x,; in general

19 (X)Ib = H-PX ' j=l,.. (1.8)

II

Also, H,(x ") denotes the n xn Hessian matrix of second partial derivatives off (x) evaluated at , -.; in gen-

eral
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[H(X)] = ) i=t, -...-,n, j=1, -,n (1.9)

Note that H (x) is symmetric if f (x) is twice continuously differentiable.

If H (x) is Lipschitz continuous with constant y in an open neighborhood of R containing x and x+,

using the norm II I), then it is a standard result that
ImP(X) -f (X) I _I jI X-X 113. (1.10)

This result is used in convergence analysis of unconstrained optimization methods.

The standard Taylor series with remainder results from the calculus of one variable also extend to

single valued functions of multiple variables. For any direction d r 1R there exist t 1, t 2 E [0,t ] for which

f(x +d)=f(x)+ g(x + tid)rd (1.11)

and

f (x + d)= f (x) + g (x) d + 4 dT H (x + t2d)d . (1.12)

These results are the keys to the necessary and sufficient conditions for unconstrained minimization that we

consider nexL

1.3 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Unconstrained Optimization

Algorithms for solving the unconstrained minimization problem are based upon the first and second

order conditions for a point x. to be a local minimizer of f (x). These conditions are briefly reviewed in

this section.

Forx. to be a local minimizer of f(k), it is necessary that g(x.) 0. where g(x) denotes the gra-

dient defined in (1.8).

Theorem 1.1 Let f (x) : R-n-R be continuously differentiable, and let y e R. If g (y)*O, then y is not a

local minimizer of f (x).

Proof: If g (y)*0, then there exist directions d e R for which g (y)Td < 0; an example is d =-g(y). For

any such direction d, we have from (1.11) that

f (y + td)-f (y) = t • dTg(y + ttd) (1.13)

for some tj e (0.t). Also by the continuity off(x), there exists 8>0 such that g(y + r1d)rd < 0 for any
forI

.-
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tl I (0,8]. Thus for any stepsize t <8.

f (y +td) <f (y). (1.14)

Therefore y cannot be a local minimizer of f (x).

Directions d for which g(y)rd < 0 are called descent directions forf at y. Descent directions play

an important role in the global methods for unconsuained optimization discussed in Section 4.

The above argument with d = g (x.) also shows that g (x.) = 0 is necessary for x. to be a local max-

imizer of f(x). To distinguish between minimizers and maximizers it is necessary to consider the second

derivative matrix H (x.) defined in (1.9). First we need the definition of a positive definite matix.

Definition 1.1 Let H e Rn" be symmetric. Then H is positive definite if vTHv > 0 for all nonzero

v e R".

There are several equivalent characterizations of positive definite matrices; another common one is

that a symmetric matrix H is positive definite if and only if all of its eigenvalues are positive. If vTHv 2 0

for all v, H is said to be positive semi-definite. A negative definite or negative semi-definite matrix is one

whose negative is positive definite or positive semi-definite.

Theorem 1.2 Let f(x) : R R--R be twice continuously differentiable, and let x. e IR. If g (x, )=O and

H (x.) is positive definite, then x. is a local minimizer off (x).

Proof: By (1.12) for any de R,

f (z. + d) f (x.)+(x. )rd + 6 dH (X. + td)d (1.15)

for some t e (0,1). By the continuity off (x) and the positive definiteness of H(x.), there exists 8>0 such

that for any direction d with lId II <8 and any scalar t with It l1, H(x. + td) is positive definite. Thus

for any d with lid II<8, we have from (1.15) and g(x.)=O that

f(x. +d) > f(x.). (1.16)

Therefore x. is a local minimizer of f (x).

By a similar argument it is easy to show that a necessary condition for x. to be a local minimizer of a

twice continuously differentiable f (x) is that g (x.) = 0 and H (x.) is positive semi-definite. in this case, it

I
, , , -
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1

is necessary to examine higher order derivatives to determine whether x. is a local minimizer. If g (x. =0

and H (x.) is negative definite, then the above argument shows that x. is a local maximizer of f (x). If

g (x.) 0 and H (x.) has both positive and negative eigenvalues, then x. is said to be a saddle point of

f(x). A saddle point is a local minimizer of some cross-section of f(x) and a local maximizer of some

other cross-section.

1.4 Rates of Convergence

Most algorithms for nonlinear optimization problems in continuous variables are iterative. They

generate iterates x* E IR4, k = 0,1,2,. • • which are meant to converge to a solution x.. In this case, the

rate of convergence is of interest This subsection reviews the rates of convergence that are important in

continuous optimization.

Definition 1.2 Let xk E IR4, k=0,1,. Then the sequence {XA) is said to converge to a point

x. E RR if for every i, the iI component (xk -x.) satisfies

pr. (xk - x.), =0. (1.17)

If, for some vector norm II I1,thereexistKtOand ae [0,1) such that forall k;',

IlXk+-x. II < a IlX -x. ,(1.18)

then (xt) is said to converge q-linearly to x. in the norm I1 II. If for some sequence of scalars (o} that

converge to 0

I lxk.t.-x. II <ot IIxt -x.II (1.19)

then (x&) is said to converge q-superlinearly to x.. If (xg) converges to x. and there exist K ;O and a0-0

such that for all k 2X,

Ixh. 4--X.II <a IIxt -x. II 2  (1.20)

(Ax) is said to converge q-quadratically to x..

Note that a sequence may be linearly convergent in one norm but not another, but that superlinear

and quadratic convergence are independent of the choice of norm on IR.

• !e
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Most methods for continuously differentiable optimization problems are locally q-superlinearly or

locally q-quadrauicolly convergent, meaning dhat they converge to the solution x. with a superlinear or

quadratic rae if they are started sufficiently close to x.. In practice, local quadratic convergence is quite

fast as it implies that the number of significant digits in xk as an approximation to x. roughly doubles at

each iteration once xk is near x.. Locally superlinearly convergent methods that occur in optimization also

are often quickly convergent in practice. Linear convergence, however, can be quite slow, especially if the

constant a depends upon the problem as it usually does. Thus linearly convergent methods are avoided

wherever possible in optimization unless it is known that a is acceptably small. It is easy to define rates of

convergence higher than quadratic, e.g. cubic, but they play virtually no role in practical algorithms for

multi-variable optimization problems.

The prefix q preceding the words linear, superlinear, or quadratic stands for "quotient" rates of con-

vergence. This notation, commonly used in the optimization literature, is used to contrast with r ("root")

rates of convergence, which are a weaker form of convergence. A sequence is r-linearly convergent, for P

example, if the errors II xk - xe I I are bounded by a sequence of scalars {rk) which converge q -linearly to

0. The ellipsoidal algorithm for linear programming (Khachiyan [1979]) is a perfect example of an r-

linear method since the radii of the ellipses are a sequence of error bounds that converge q -linearly to zero.

Similar definitions apply to other r-rates of convergence; for further detail see Ortega and Rheinboldt

[1970]. Thoughout this book, if no prefix precedes the words linear, superlinear, or quadratic, q -order con-

vergence is assumed.

-i,
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2. Newton's Method

Among nonlinear optimization researchers, there is a strong suspicion that if any iterative method for

any problem in any field is exceptionally effective, then it is Newton's method in some appropriate coflteXL

This is not to say that Newton's method is always practical.

In this section we derive the Newton iteration for nonlinear equations through the affine or linear

Taylor series model (1.3) in subsection 2.1. and the Newton iteration for unconstrained optimization

through the corresponding quadratic model (1.7) in subsection 2.2. We give a rigorous, but intuitive,

analysis of the local convergence of the corresponding iterative method, called the Newton or Newton-

Raphson method, and set the stage for a discussion of some clever and effective modifications. The first of

these modifications is controlled inaccuracies in the solutions of the model problems. The resulting inexact

Newton method is the topic of subsection 2.3, and it can greatly reduce the expense of computing Newton

steps far from the solution. This is especially important for large problems, since then the Newton step

itself is likely to be computed by an iterative method. Some additional modifications are discussed Section

3.

2.1. Newton's method for nonlinear equations

The underlying principle in most of continuous optimization is to build, at each iteration, a local

model of the problem which is valid near the current solution estimate. The next, improved, solution esti-

mate is gotten at least in part from solving this local model problem.

For nonlinear equations, the local model is the Taylor series model (1.3). The basic Newton iteration

can be written as the rool of this model,

x. =x, -J (. )- F (,)4

But in keeping with the local model point of view, we prefer to think of it as:

Solve J (x 21," FIx

where s,11 denotes the current Newton step, because this results directly from
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0= Fx)Jx)x-).(2.1.2)

Notice that we could also have solved directly for x. from (2.1.2), giving

J(x )x.=-F(x )+J(x )x6 . (2.1.3)

In exact arithmetic, these formulations are equivalent as long as the columns of J (x,) span IR1 " . In

computer arithmetic, (2.1.1) generally is preferable. The reason is that in practice, we expect the magnitude

of the error in solving a linear system Az = b by a matrix factorization and backsolve technique to be

estimated by

llr-Trll =pA I'II-1A-1I 11 n ti(A),
Ilfz II '-

where i is the computed solution, the components of A and b are machine numbers, and g is the quantity

known as 'machine epsilon' or 'unit rounding error', i.e., the smallest positive number such that the corn-

puted sum of 1+ g.t is different from 1. Since we generally expect se to be smaller than x., we expect

I15, N - s NIl in (2.1.1) to be smaller than lli+-x+ll in (2.1.3). Of course, we commit an error of magni-

tude tlIx I I when we add f N tox, to get i in (2.1.1), but this does not involve ic(J(x,)). Thus, we will

think always of (2.1.1) as Newton's method with the linear system solved using an appropriate matrix fac-

torization. This discussion is relevant for all the methods based on Taylor series type models. For a dis-

cussion of the computer solution of linear equations, see Stewart [1973] or Golub and Van Loan [1983).

The main theorem of this section is given below. We use the notation N (x, 8) to denote the open

neighborhood about x of radius S. ,.

Theorem 2.1.1. Let F : 1IR -+ R11 be continuously differentiable in an open convex set D c R". If there

existsx.eD and r, 0, > 0 such thatJ(x)e Lip,(N(x.,r)), F(x.)=O. and IIJ(x. )- II :3, then there exists

e > 0 such that for every x0 e N (x., e) the sequence (x ) generated by

xk+l =xk -J (xk)-'F (x), k = 0, 1, "

is well defined, converges to x., and satisfies

IlxkI-X* II < 5Y11xk-x. 112.

Proof: Since Lipschitz continuity implies continuity, and since the determinant is a continuous function of

the entries of a matrix, it is easy to see that we can assume without loss of generality that J (x) is invertibic
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for

xeN(x.,r) and that IIJ(x) - II12 3. 20

Thus, if x e N (x. .e) for e <min[r ,(20y)-'),x + 1 exists and

xk,,- = x, -J(x*)-'F(x,)-x. +J(x) - ' F(x.)
J J(xk)-l [F (x- F(xv) -J(xt)(x- -xk)].

Using (1.6), this gives

Ilx*,l-x. II < lIJ(x)- 11- IF(x.)-J(x, Xx. -xk)II

5201 1 I~XA-X. 1l2 :5flI Xk-X. 112

< 3Ellx&-X. II llXk -X. II,

which establishes both convergence and the quadratic rate of convergence, and completes the proof.

Notice that we could apply Newton's method to G(x)=J(x.)-F(x), for which G(x.)=0,

Jo(x.),aG "(x.)=1, and JG(x) e.LippMN(x..r), and the identical sequence of iterates and convergence

analysis would result. This emphasizes one of the major advantages of Newton's method: it is invariant

under any affine scaling of the independent variable. Furthermore, note that the Lipschitz constant of

JG(X), P, is a relative measure of the nonlinearity ofF as given by the change in J scaled by J(x.) =.

This is satisfying since we would like to believe that F is no more or less nonlinear if we change our basis.

In section 3.3, we give an example of the application of Newton's method to a specific problem. It is

compared there to Broyden's method which is superlinearly rather than quadraticly convergent, but which

does not share two major disadvantages of Newton's method. Broyden's method does not require the

expensive and error-prone computation of J (x) or the finite difference approximation discussed in Section

3.2, and it reduces the be successful to solve the linear system (2.1.1) for the Newton step from O(n3) to

0(n2) operations. Broyden's method shares the third major disadvantage of Newton's method in that both

require a good initial guess xo to guarantee success. Because of this, they are referred to as local methods,

and must be augmented by the techniques discussed in Section 4 to be successful from poor starting points.

, "a
'%r°

A'_:
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2.2. Newton's Method for Unconstrained Optimization

In this section, we look at Newton's method for the unconstrained minimization problem (1.1). It

can be derived by applying the basic iteration (2.1.1) to the first order necessary condition g(x)=0 for

unconstrained optimization given by Theorem 1.1. This gives the basic Newton iteration

H (x )si . (x (2.2.1)

The Newton iteration (2.2.1) is equivalent to solving for a zero of the gradient of the Taylor series

quadratic model cN (x + s) given by (1.7). If H (xe) is positive definite, then x+ is a local minimizer of m'

by Theorem 1.2. In fact, it is the global minimizer of the model mN since x. is the only zero of Vm, (x).

This leads to a very satisfying interpretation of Newton's method for (1.2) when H, is positive definite.

We construct a uniformly convex quadratic model nen of f by matching function, gradient, and curvature

to f at x, and then step to the global minimum of the model. Furthermore, since H(x,) is positive

definite, then the Cholesky factorization can be used to solve for sP) in (2.2.1). We will see another advan-

tage in Section 4.1. If H (x,) is not positive definite, however, then we have no reason to believe that (2.1.1)

may not lead towards a saddle point or even a maximizer.

Newton's method has all the same disadvantages for unconstrained minimization that it had for non-

linear equations. That is, it is not necessarily globally convergent, and it requires 0(n 3) operations per itera-

tion. In addition, we need H (x,) to be positive definite rather than just nonsingular. Furthermore, both first

and second partial derivatives are required. We will address these issues in Sections 3 and 4.

We finish the subsection by stating a convergence theorem for (2.2.1) that follows directly from

Theorems 1.2 and 2.1.1.

Theorem 2.2.1. Let f:lRn -+ R be twice continuously differentiable in an open convex set D cIRn.

Assume there exists x. e D and r, 0 > 0 such that g(x.)=0, H(x.) is positive definite, IIH(x. )- I I 1,

and H(x)e Lip7 N (x. ,r). Then, there exists E > 0 such that for every xoe N(x. ,e), the sequence (xt} gen-

erated by

xk.1 x. -H (xi)-Ig(x)

it l '' 'Jl
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is well defined, converges to the local minimizer x. off, and satisfies

llxk+,-X. ii _< PyIJX -x. 112.

2.3. The Inexact Newton Method

This section deals with a topic of importance in the use of Newton's method, particularly for large

dimensional problems. In such cases, iterative methods like the Gauss-Seidel or conjugate direction

methods are often the only practical way to solve the linear system (2.1.1) or (2.2.1) for the Newton step.

The natural question is "how does the inaccuracy in the solution of (2.1.1) for the Newton step affect the

rate of convergence in the exact Newton method." V

An analysis by Dembo, Eisenstat and Steihaug [1982 leads to the following result.

Theorem 2.3.1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold, and let [ih ) be a sequence of real numbers satis-

fying 05i <11 < 1. Then for some E> 0, and any xOe N(x. ,E), the inexact Newton method correspond-

ing to any [x&) defined by

F"(x,)sk =-F(x)+rk, where <Ir kI t 2.3l.77707)I T (2.3.1)

Xk+ X A +st -'

is well defined and converges at least q -linearly to x., with

IIxA+-x. II <51 IIxk-x. II .

If (1,t ) converges to 0. then Ix& ) converges superlinearly to x.. If [It is 0(f I I F (X) I IP) for 0 < p 5 1,

then [xk ) converges to x. with q-order I +p.

For example, this result guarantees quadratic convergence if at each iteration the approximate New-

ton step sk satisfies

IIF(xk)-F xkslk < min {1, IIF(x)Il). (2.3.2)

The quantity on the left of (2.3.2), sometimes called the relative residual, is usually monitored in practice

when solving a linear system by iteration. Thus, the analysis gives a convenient stopping rule for the linear.

or inner, iteration for solving the linear problem (2.1.1) which is embedded in the outer iteration for solv-

ing the nonlinear problem (1.2). All these results also apply to the unconstrained optimization problem.

V %
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Notice that Theorem 2.3.1 is for an iteration (2.3. 1) in which every quantity can be computed if F'

and F can be. In the next section, we will consider the effects of using approximations to the Taylor series

model. There are strong connections between the analysis of those approaches and the inexact Newton

method. In particular, for unconstrained optimization, (2.3.1) is equivalent to a statement about the inaccu-

racy in an approximation to the gradient Vf (xk).

11 Jill
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3. Derivative Approximations ,..

In section 2, we developed the local theory for Newton's method based on the appropriate Taylor

series model. In practice, users prefer routines that approximate the required derivatives either by finite

differences or by some of the clever and effective multi-dimensional secant methods. In this section, we

will consider several instances of these approximations. They all involve using local models of the form

M, (x + d) =F (x,?)+B, d (3.1)

to solve (1.2) or of the form

m,Q (x. +d) =f (x) + g (xc)T d + I dTBcd (3.2) r

to solve (1.1). We call these quasi-Newton models.

In Section 3.1, we will see the surprisingly simple local convergence analysis for any quasi-Newton

iterative method

B sq- 4 =-F(x) or B sq- N=-g(x) ("
X = X, +$sq'N

based on these local models. Section 3.2 will present the finite-difference Newton method.
'i"

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 will be devoted to some popular multi-dimensional secant methods for choosing -

B,. We will concentrate on Broyden's method for nonlinear equations and the BFGS method for uncon-

strained optimization. Finally, in Section 3.5, we will consider the incorporation of sparsity into the 5'.

approaches for approximating derivatives, including some techniques to save significantly on the cost of

obtaining B, by finite differences when J (x,) has a known sparsity structure.

Since we will deal with sparsity later in this section, it seems appropriate to introduce this important

practical property here. In general, we say that a matrix is sparse if few of its entries, say less than 15%,

are nonzero. For nonlinear systems of equations, J(x) is sparse if most of the component equations F,

involve very few of the unknowns xj. For unconstrained minimization, H (x) is sparse if most variables do

not interact in the sense that most of the cross partial derivatives are zero. '-

In practice, the sparsity of J (x) or H (x) is independent of the value of x, and this allows for some

important savings at every iteration in solving for the Newton step in (2.1.1). Naturally, we wish to incor-

.

.

.5
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porate such a useful property into B, in order to have the same savings in (3.3). Furthermore, it seems -

intuitive that we should be able to more efficiently approximate J(x) or H(x) if we know that most of its

entries are zero.

To some extent, this is true. However, sparsity is entirely a property of the basis used to represent x,

and so we may make our approximation methods more dependent than before on the specific representation

of the problem. This can lead to practical difficulties of the sort that are usually called 'bad scaling'.

3.1. General convergence theory

In this section, we will consider general local models of the forms (3.1) and (3.2), and we will com-

pare them to the appropriate Taylor series or Newton model to obtain one-step local convergence estimates "

for the associated iterative methods (3.3).

Lemma 3.1.1. Let F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.1 and let M, (x,+d) be given by (3.1). Then

for any d,

IIF(x. +d)-M,(x, +d)ll -5 lid 112+ II[B, -F '(x,)]d II. (3.1.1)

In addition, if Bi' exists and e, =x. -xC, e+=x. -x, forx defined by (3-3), then

<ll~111  le. l~lI I-J.l -xIe, l.IIleII :5 IlB;-III [.Ilec II+ ifB Jxe, Il, 11
lI~c 1  LJ~c)I] i .(3.1.2)

:5 [i"I I,11I + IIB, -x, I ie, 1

Proof: First, we add and subtract the Newton model (1.3) to obtain

IIF(xc +d)-M,(x, +d)lI = IIF(x, +d)±Mit(x, +d)-F(x,)-Bd II

S1IF (x, +d)-M "(x, +d)II + IIF(x,)+J(x,)d -M,(x, +,d) I.

This says that the error in the model (3.1) is bounded by the sum of the error in the Newton model and the

difference between the Newton and quasi-Newton models. Now we apply (1.6) to the first term and sim-

plify the second term to obtain (3.1.1).

To obtain (3.1.2). we use F (x. )=0 and (3.3) to write

i-
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x.-x. -x, x. -BC-1 [F(x,)-F(x.)]

SBj'V[ (x, + ec) - (F (xc ) + Bc ec)],

so

lie.l 11 J5iBe-' It .IIF(x, +e,)-M, (xc +e,) 11

and (3.1.2) follows from (3.1.1).

The convergence theorems of Section 2 for Newton's method follow very simply from (3.1.2) with

B, =J(r). Indeed, we have reduced the analysis of any quasi-Newton method (3.3) to an analysis of the

cot. asponding Jacobian or Hessian approximation rule. There are three especially important properties to

consider.

First. sometimes the error in B, as an approximation to J (x,) is controlled by a parameter 0 in the

approximation rule; we will see that the finite difference Newton method fits this mold. In such rules, it is

sometimes the case that if the sequence of iterates (x) is well defined and converges to x., then (Bk) con-

verges to J(x.). Such rules am said to provide consistent Jacobian or Hessian approximations. (See

Ortega and Rheinboldt [19701.) The reader will immediately see from (3.1.2) that consistent methods are

at least q -superlinear. Of course, Newton's method is consistent and q -quadratic, if J (x) is Lipschitz con-

tinuous.

Second, Dennis and More [1974] prove that a quasi-Newton method that is convergent with

sufficient speed that I II e II < - (r-linear is sufficient), will be q -superlinear if and only if the approxi-

mations are direcionally conrsistn in the sense that

Jim [B- -J( o)] e' -0. (3.1.5)

The sufficiency of (3.1.5) for superlineariky is obvious from (3.1.2). The proof of necessity is a bit harder.

These two consistency properties are useful especially for analyzing rates of convergence after con-

vergence of (t&) has been established. It is clear that convergence can be established with much less. In

particular. we see from (3.1.2) that if we could ensur that for every k such that xo. ....xt is defined, that B,

would be defined and

IIBi-II 1 , : IIB* -J(xt)I 1 8, and FS < 1, (3.1.6)

• 5'
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then we could get convergence by starting so close that

amn3[ylleollr2+8 < 1I

This would ensure that lie1 II <alleoll < Ileoll and local q-linear convergence would follow by induc-

tion.

A useful property of the Jacobian or Hessian approximation rule in obtaining (3.1.6) is called

bounded deterioration. There are various useful forms, but the one needed to analyze the Broyden, PSB,

Schubert, and DFP secant methods is from Dennis and Walker [1981], pg. 981 where the reader can find a

proof of the next two theorems.

Theorem 3.1.2. Let F satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.1. and let B. E R"KR have the property that

Ber exists and for some operator norm

11 -- "F'(x,)I 5 r. < 1. ,

Let U:R4 x R" -i 2m - be defined in a neighborhood N =NIxN 2 of (x.,B.) where N, cf and N2

contains only nonsingular matrices. Assume that there are nonnegative constants a, and a2 such that for

each (x,B) e N, and for x.=x -B-IF(x), every BE U(x,B) satisfies

IIB,-B. II [1 +ala(x,x,)]. lIB -B. II +a 20(x,x )' is

for Y x,x )=max Oix -x. 1. Ix+-x. 1).

Under these hypotheses, for any r e (r.,1), them exist constants E,, 8, such that if Ixo-x. I <,

and IBo-B. I < ,.then any iteration sequence (x&) defined by

x*.j =xk-B-'IF(xj,), B&+,e•U(x& B,),

k =0, .... exists. converges q-linearly to x. with

lxrt.,-x. I : r IX* -X. I,

and has the property that ( IB* I ) and ( 1BA- 1 I ) are uniformly bounded.

There we some important ways in which bounded deterioration may be weaker than consistency. In

puricular, the essence of the method might be to make B, not be too much like J(x), but to be more con-

venient to use in (3.3). For example, in the nonlinear Jacobi iteration. Bk is taken to be the diagonal of

J./&) so that si -1 defined by (3.3) only costs n divisions. Of course, the Jacobi iteration will not converge

baaba. ',,,
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unless the partial derivatives on the diagonal dominate the rest of J (xk). A standard sufficient condition for

this which implies (3.1.6) in the I. norm is called strict diagonal dominance. See Orega-Rheinboldt

[1970]. This brings up another point; the key to a convergence analysis for a specific method is often in

choosing the proper norm.

Finally. some methods, like the BFGS secant method, are more readily analyzed by thinking of them

as directly generating approximations to the inverse. The following theorem from Dennis and Walker

[1981], pg. 982 gives an inverse form of the bounded deterioration principle.

Theorem 3.1.3. Let F satisfy the of Theorem 2.1.1. hypothesis and let K. be an invertible matrix with

Let U:IRR xRx4 --+2R- be defined in a neighborhood N=NjxN2 of (x.,K.), where N, c.

Assume that there are nonnegative constants acx,. 2 such that for each (xK) in N. and for x =x -KF(x),

the function U satisfies

IlK -K. II [I +a a(x,x+)P] IIK -K. II + a 2a(x. x+)P

for each K e U(x,K). Then for each re(r.,1) there exist positive constants e,,8, such that for

Ixo-X. I <E, and IKo-K. I < 8,,any sequence (x&,I defined by ..

x4.1 =x&-KF(xk), K&,, e U(x,.K)

k =0, L.... exists, converges q-linearly to x. with Ixk -x. I r Ix& -x. I, and has the property that

{IKk I ) and ( I Kj1 I ) are uniformly bounded.

3.2. Finite-Difference Derivatives

In Section 2 we saw that the local models furnished by the appropriate partial Taylor series are very

useful in solving continuous optimization problems. Sometimes, the appropriate partial derivatives are not
II

available analytically, and other times the user is not willing to be bothered providing them. Thus, most

good optimization packages provide routines for estimating partial derivauves by finite differences. These

routines my (and should) even be used to check for errors in any derivatives the user does provide.

p. i ~
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In this section, we will discuss briefly the surprisingly rich topic of how to compute finite-difference

approximations to first and second partial derivatives. We will discuss aspects of mathematical accuracy,

numerical roundoff, convergence, and efficiency. We begin with accuracy. 'S

We know from elementary calculus that

F. (x +he )- Fj(x) = a Fj(x)

where ej is the jfA column of the n xn identity matrix. This is called the forward difference approxima-

tion and it suggests approximating the j" column of J (x,) by

AjF(x,,h) = I [F(x, + hje-F (x,)](321 (3.2.1) C

for an appropriately chosen vector h of finite-difference steps. We will use the notation AF (x, h) for the

Jacobian approximation whose j6 column is given by (3.2.1).

Lemma 3.2.1. Let I. II be a norm for which IlIej I = I and let F Lip(D) with xc,x, + he j , j =I. n

all contained in D. Then

IIAsF(x,,h)-J(x,)ej 11 < -, 1 .(3.2.2)

Furthermore, in the 11 operator norm,

A 11, I la,, I I,

it follows that

IIAF(x,,h)-J(x) Ih 1 - 1h II.. (3.2.3)

where 11h 11.•.asax I hj I is the I. vector norm.

Proof: The proof follows easily from the Taylor series remainder (1.6), since

IIAF(x,,h)-J(x,)e, II = IhI 1- IIF(x, +hje,)-F(x,)-J(xc)hse II

= Ih, I" I IlF(x¢ +hej)-m'(xl +hje,)II

er II, i1 jIhie, 112= i- I= d.

We get (3.2.3) directly from (3.2.2) since I Ie, lI I I and so
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IlAF(x,,h)-J(,)Ill- z IlnAF(x,,h)-J(x¢)e, IlI

Equation (32.1) also is used to approximate the gradient by the forward difference approximation

8.f(XI h)= f(x, +hiei)-f(x') n=1. . (3.2.4)

Although this forward difference approximation is generally accurate enough, sometimes central differ-

ences are useful because of roundoff considerations we will discuss later. Since central differences are

most often used for gradient approximations, we define them in that context.

f (x, + hie) - f (x, -hi e) (2

and

Bf (x,h)(8f(XI h)..fx,h 41 )3.

Lemma 3.2-2. Let II II be a norm such that IIe, II = 1, and let H e Lip(D), with x, x, +h,e, i =1.n

all be contained in D. Then 8if (x, h) given by (3.2.5) obeys

I5f(x,.h)- (')1 5 (3.2.6)

and

II18f (X"'h)- g (X) II. - 11h 112 .

Proof: Note that from (1.7). (1.8) we get

f(x. +hje,)-e(x, + -e,)]-V(x,211d -e,) he)]
=f (4 +k-e,) -f (x. -he,) - 2A (X').-

Thus, from (1.10) and the triangle inequality,

If(x, + he,)-f (x, -h, ej)-2h, (x(,)13 = i,

from which (3.2.6) follows directly.

Note that the central difference gradient is more accurate than the forward difference gradient, but

that it requires 2n rather than n evaluations off (x) if we assume that! (x,) is already available.

U.,
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If the gradient is obtained analytically, but the Hessian is to be approximated by finite differences,

then it can be approximated by applying (3.2.1) to g(x), obtaining the approximation Ag (x,, h). However

the matrix Ag (x , h) would not be symmetric although H (x,) would be. In this case, a sensible strategy

would be to use B, = _T [Ag (X, ) + Ag (t )T ] as the Hessian approximation. Some theoretical justification

for this comes from noting that B, is the Frobenius norm projection of Ag (X4) into the subspace of all sym-

metric matrices. Thus, from the Pythagorian Theorem,

IIH(x,)-B, IIF 5 11H, -Ag(x,,h)lIF

where

IIA 11F * (" a12)7 (3.2.7)
1,'

is the Frobenius norm. This norm will be useful later when we again want an inner product stuture on the

vector space of real matrices.

It is also possible to obtain an approximate Hessian using (n2 + 3n )/2 evaluation of f (x). By expand-

ing the Taylor series through third order terms, a stronger version of (3.2.9-10) can be proven in which the

I hi 12/1 hj I and I hi 12/I h, I terms are removed, and the constant is different.

Lemma 3.2.3. Let I. II be a norm such that Ile II I 1 and let H e Lip(D) with x , +hiei, x, +h ej,

andx.+hie +hle,i,j=l, n all contained inD.

f L, + (x+hie + hijej)-f (x, +h, e)-f (x + hie)+f (x,)Let [H, q a (3.2.8)

Then,

'~H,] -I(x.)]q l< I 2 +3hl+ lR 2T (3.2.9)

If the 1 1 ., or Frobenius norm is used, then

I Ihi 12 th ~2,,H,-H(x,,)l . n1V ax 2  r +3 1hi I+ 3 ,hj, + 2  J . (3.2.10)

Proof: The proof is very much like the previous proof. Let si - h, e. ,s, = h, e, and sq, =si + s,, then

V.(x +S,i)-MN~x +S,J)]- L(X +Si)- N(X +S,)]- t(x +sj)-mUCx +sj)]

f (x. + si,) (x+ s,)-f (x + s,)+f (x)-hi hj[11 (x,)]i .

A.MA.A'-A PL
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From the triangle inequality and (1.10), we get

Ihjhj[He]-hihj [H(x,)], 1 :5 [1s, II+ Is il3+ 11Sj II3]

< . [(iis II + IIsj 11)3+ uIs, 113+ Ilsj II3

-5 [(Ih, I + Ih, 1)3+ lh, 13+ Ihj 1]

from which (3.2.9) and (3.2.10) follow.

Now we have seen some useful rules for approximating derivatives by differences of function values,

and we have analyzed the accuracy of these approximations. So far, it seems as though the obvious thing

to do is to roose the vector h to be very small in order to make the approximate derivatives more accu-

rate. The difficulty is that these approximation rules are certain to lose more accuracy due to finite-

precision cancellation errors as h becomes smaller.

In section 2.1, we introduced machine epsilon gi as the smallest positive quantity for which the

floating-point sum 1+ g would be different from the floating point representation of 1. Thus, even if we

ignore the fact that all functions are to be evaluated in finite-precision, we see that I hj I must be large

enough that x, +h e, is not the same as x, in finite precision arithmetic, or else the numerator in the for-

ward difference would be zero. This means that I h I >2 pI [xC ]j I.

If we remember that function values are computed in finite precision with t digits then we can

believe that if we obtain a value of say Fj (x) = (.d .... d,)101, it is reasonable that dt or d,_1 are much less

likely to be correct than dt or d 2 . This can lead to real problems when coupled with the fact that

Fi(x+hjej)=(.dl" " d, ). 10"" will probably have •=e, and dk'=dk for k=l,2,...,T<t, with T

closer to t the smaller I h, I is. In other words, the smaller we take I hj I, the more of the most accurate

leading digits of F(x) are canceled out by the subtraction Fi(x, +hjej)-Fi(x,) in the numerator of the

forward-difference formula (3.2.1). This means that the difference will have at most (t -T) meaningful

digits, which are computed using the less trustworthy trailing digits of F (x). Thus, I hi I must at least be

large enough so that F (x, ) and F, (x, + hj ej) differ in some trustworthy digits.

The standard rule to use in setting the entire vector h for (3.2.1) or (3.2.4) is

hc Xe, (3.2.11)

,d w AA'. ; -- kA..#_T, .
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where pf is the relative accuracy in the subroutine used to evaluate F or f. In other words, if the routine

is accura to t <t digits, then g= 10', while if it is accurate in all its digits we take p4 =w If some

component [x] =0, then we take hi =p.&z for lack of a better choice. This rule attempts to balance the

mathematical and numerical error in (3.2.1); see e.g. Dennis and Schnabel [1983).

The reader will see that all these numerical difficulties clearly are compounded in the Hessian

approximation (3.2.8), which calls for a larger relative magnitude of h since the inaccuracies in the

numerazw are divided by 2. We also see that the bound in (3.2.9) points toward choosing all the com-

ponents of h to be about the same magnitude. Thus, we recommend that x, be scaled as well as possible,

and an analysis suggests that

h, =gF C I"•(3.2.12)

This rule is also suggested for use in (3.2.5).
I

Next we state a theorem on the theoretical rate of convergence of finite-difference methods. The

reader can easily furnish a proof by combining Lemma 3.2.1 with Lemma 3.1.1.

Theorem 3.2.4. Let F and x. obey the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.1 in the 1 norm. There exists E, Tj > 0

such that if (hk] is a sequence in IR with 0: 11 h& II. , and x oe N (x., ), then the sequence {xt} gen-

erated by

F(x* +(hk)e)-F(xk) -( )h*) ' -
Bkej aF (X), (h)j 0=0

xa.1 = x -Bj'1F (xt), k =0, 1, " .:.

is well defined and converges q -linearly to x.. If VrnI I h* Ii = 0, then the convergence is q -superlinear. If

there exists some constant C such that IIhi I.<SCI Ilxk -x. II1, or equivalently, a constant C 2 such that

II h1 I1. C 2 I F (xk) II i, then the convergence is q -quadratic.

Even though Theorem 32.4 does not consider the finite precision effects discussed above, it reflects

the practical experience with finite difference approximations : if the stepsizes are properly selected, then

finite difference methods give similar performance to the same methods using analytic derivatives. The

main disadvantage of using these approximations is their cost. The forward difference approximations

• ., .. . .. ,, ,...- . .,, ,,, ... ,,.... .,. ,. ..
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(3.2.1) to J(x) or (3.2.4) to g(x) require n additional evaluations of F(x) or f(x), respectively, while the

central difference approximation (3.2.5) to g(x) requires 2n additional evaluations of f (x). The approxi-

mations to H(x) require either n additional evaluations of g(x) for (3.2.1) or, for (3.2.8), (n2 +3n)/2

evaluations of f (x). These costs can be considerable for problems where function evaluation is expensive.

In the remainder of this section we discuss cheaper approximations to J(x) and H(x) that may be used

instead.

It turns out that if g (x) is not available analytically, it is almost always approximated by finite differ-

ences, because an accurate gradient is crucial to the progress and termination of quasi-Newton methods,

and the secant approximations that we discuss next are not accurate enough for this purpose. In Section 5.1

we discuss a class of methods that does not require gradients.

3.3. Broyden's Method

In one dimension, the secant method is an effective local method for solving nonlinear equations. It

can be viewed as a forward-difference method in which the step size h. used in constricting the new

iterate from x. is taken to be x,-x., so that the local model derivative B, is

[F(x,+x, -x.))-F(x.)][x, -x.]. Thus. no extra F values are needed to determine B and build the new
a,

local model since F (x + h.)=F (x).

From the local model point of view, the secant method follows from assuming that we will determine

the approximaue derivative B,, in the new model of F(x,+d), M.(x +d)=F(x )+B4d, by requiring

M,(x ) to match F (x,). This means that

F (x,) -= M (x + (x, -x.)) -- F (x )+ B (x -x.)

is used to determine B. This results in the system of linear equations

B s, = YC (3.3.1)

where s, -x.-x, andy, =F(x.)-F(x,).

For n = 1. (3.3.1) uniquely determines B.. For n > 1, there is an n x (n - 1) dimensional linear mani-

fold in IR"' of solutions B to (3.3.1). The most commonly used secant method for systems of nonlinear

equations. Broyden's method, makes a specific selection of B. from this manifold which costs only a small

~%
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multiple of n2 to compute and is a rank-one correction to B. It also has a very elegant geometric interpre-

tation given by the following lemma from Dennis and More [1977].

Lemma 3.3.1. Let B, e lRx'm, s,,y e IR, s *0. Then Broyden's update

(yj-B s )s (3.3.2)
ST-

is the unique solution to

rminI lIB -B, IF subject to Bs, =y,.

S. $ ST

Proof: If Bs, =yc, then B+-B, =[B -B, = and so

SSc Sc

IIB+-Be IIF 5 lIb -B, IIF" -I ST C112 = IIB -B IIF.

Thus, Broyden's method generalizes the 1-dimensional secant method by changing the current

derivative approximation as little as possible in the Frobenius norm consistent with satisfying the secant or

quasi-Newton equation (3.3.1). For this reason it is called a least-change secant update. Of course, this

laves the problem of finding B o to start the process. Generally B o is obtained by finite differences.

Broyden, Dennis and More [1973] proved that Broyden's method is locally q -superlinearly conver-

gent. The proof is in two parts, and it is typical of all the least-change secant method proofs. First, one

establishes local q-linear convergence by proving bounded deterioration and applying Theorem 3.1.2.

Then, one gets q-superlinearity by establishing (3.1.5).

Lemma 3.3.2. LetD cR be a convex domain containing x, x , and x.. Let J e Lip(D), Be IR-XR,

and let B. be given by Broyden's update (3.3.2). Then,

I I B.- J(x.) I IF 22; 11B. -J(X-) I IF + yo(x, ,X+) (3.3.3)

Proof: Remember that a(x ,x ) w max {llx, -x. 112, Ix+-x. 112).

B J (x . B, - J(x- )+ (y, +J(x )s, - as,)s r

sc'T :]y -J(X.)s,)ST
=(B -J(x.)] I - ye xse +ccy

S, S" "

[Bc -J(x.)] I -- + ,I[J(xr +t s)-J(x.)]d, s7s
S7,$-,-ScSc

. ---A
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It is then straightforward to obtain

IIB,-J(x.)lI, < lB, -J(x.)l Il- II
I ScS 112

+4 lIx +ISc -X. 112d, ""1 S, ST- "2

s 11B, -J(X.)II +,to(X,X) ,L

sin - S, and ST are 12 projection matrices and so they have unit norm.

This completes the proof, but we can't resist some comments about the geometry of the proof and its

relation to the more general derivation of least-change secant methods. Notice that

B - (x.) =x A5 1 + (B -J(x .)] L I-
In Rnma with the Frobenius norm inner product, this is just the orthogonal decomposition of B -J(x.) into

its projection into the subspace of matrices that annihilate s, and the orthogonal complement of the annihi-

lators of s,. But the essence of Broyden's method is that B+ has the same projection as B, into the annihi-

lators of s,. Thus,

B+-J(x.) =B, -J(x.)[ - .-. ] + [B+-J(x.)] s .

ScA 1 (3.3.4)

Now the norm of the first term on the right hand side of (3.3.4) will be smaller than I IBC -J(x.)I I, while

the magnitude of the second term is totally dependent on the sagacity of our choice of Y, =Bs, as an

approximation to J(x.)s,.*

In general, the idea of a least-change secant method is to adopt an inner product structure on matrix

space and a secant condition (3.3.1). In addition, one may require B, and B+ to be in some closed linear

manifold A of matrices defined by another desirable property like symmetry or sparsity. One then obtains

B, by orthogonally projecting B, into the generalized intersection of A with the matrices that satisfy

(3.3.1), using the chosen inner product. By generalized intersection, we mean the projection of the set of

secant matrices into A. .

The next subsection contains another application of this approach. Dennis and Schnabel [1979]
a,.

derive many more interesting updates based on this approach. Dennis and Walker (1981] give conditions .

on the secant equations and the inner products used at each iteration so that the resulting quasi-Newton '. 'N

'_
l= ,S. ,,
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method is locally q.linearly as fast as the method that uses B& xB.. Schnabel [1983] considers multiple

secant equations. Dennis and Walker [1985] consider the case when an appropriate secant condition is

imperfectly known. Grzegorski [1985], Flachs [1986] relax the conditions on A to convexity.

Now we return to the consideration of Broyden's mcthod. In order to complete the proof of super-

linear convergence, we need to show that (3.1.5) holds. In fact, it is not hard to show that

li stBk-J(x.)]SI =0 (3.3.5)

is also equivalent to superlinear convergence under the same hypotheses. Notice that

Il[B[ -J(X.)]Si 112 1 [E*-J(x.)] ssrT IIF (3.3.6)

I 112 =skI s

and so (3.3.5) seems a reasonable condition to try for in light of our previous discussion. For complete-

ness, we siae the theorem. For an elementary complete proof, see page 177 of Dennis and Schnabel

(1983].

Theorem 3-3.3. Let F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.1. There exist positive constants e,S such a

that if I I xo-x. 112 < e and I I B o- J (xo) I I < 6, then the sequence lxk) generated by Broyden's method

x.,i = xk -B' F(x&), k =O, 1,.

Bi + (y -Bs ) sT

yk = F (xk+ O- F (x&). si - xj+1 - xi .

is well defined and converges q -superlinearly to x..

Proof: We will sketch the proof. First. notice that Lemma 3.3.2 shows that the hypotheses of the bounded

deterioration result. Theorem 3.1.2. holds with B. =J(x.). Thus the method is at least q -linearly conver-

gent. LetEk =BA -J(x.).

In order to show (3.3.5), we need a technical lemma. From the Pythagorian Theorem in IR'", we

have

rkS E*s&sl 1.

IIEkI/- 'SshI IE II2 II~ 11jj (3.3.7)(3.3.7)

IIE III I S - I1f ,

wr 7Tfl'
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where the inequality follows from : a I 1:0 implies (a2 -2)'r < a- 2r2a.

By (3.3.4), (3.3.6), and (3.3.7),
stsr] s si

IIEk IIIF :5 IIEk 1 S- I IIF + II ~ ,-- sT- IIF

:I I E& I I I IIE 12  l S 112

Thus, from some manipulation and the proof of Lemma 32.2

riEsk 1121 2S211E (IF llE lIF - IIE+i lIlF +yT x&].iX& .

Now. since Lemma 3.3.2 shows that [ I IBk I I) is uniformly bounded and lI Xt -X. 112 converges to zero at

kast q-linearly, I I A I I F ) is uniformly bounded by some b and a (xj.1 , xs) < -. This gives that

IIE ksI 112 2 :2b IIE'°IIF - l t+ IIF + f

<a.

and (3.3.5) follows.

A natural question is whether (B& ) always converges to J(x.). The answer is that it does not and that

the final approximation may be arbitrarily far from J(x.), c.f. pg. 185 of Dennis and Schnabel [1983]. On

the same page is the following example which provides a comparison with Newton's method.

Let

[z?+x-2
F(x)= e,,_,+xi-2J 

'

which has a root x. =(1.1)T. The sequences of points generated by Broyden's method and Newton's

method from xo=(1.5,2)r with BO=J(xo) for Broyden's method, are shown below.

. . ' s, ',. "l,' , , ,+ , . -. .. ,, -. ,, ,, . . s., .. ','"q % + .+'% "" '#+ ,I" 's. -. . -. ". " p + '.'a..
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Broyden's Method Newton's Method

1.5 2.0 Xo 1.5 2.0
0.8060692 1.457948 X 1 0.8060692 1.457948
0.7410741 1.277067 X2 0.8901193 1.145571
0.8022786 1.159900 X3 0.9915891 1.021054
0.9294701 1.070406 x4 0.9997085 1.000535
1.0003 1.009609 X5 0.999999828 1.000000357
1.003084 0.9992213 x6 0.99999999999992 1.0000000000002
1.000543 0.9996855 X7 1.0 1.0
0.99999818 1.00000000389 X"
0.9999999885 0.999999999544 Xz
0.99999999999474 0.99999999999998 x o
1.0 1.0 X11

The final approximation to the Jacobian generated by Broyden's method is

[1.999137 2.0218291

Ao, 0.99953 3.011004] , whereas J(x.)=[i J]

We proved superlinear convergence by proving that 1 < .o It is easy to see that if

2 E s I <I I then (Bt} converges, because

B 1-Bk = (yk -Bksa)st Eisksl"(+sisk = Sk oxtx)

Furthermore, if we just knew how fast TIIEks& II
T - goes to zro, we could say more about the rate of conver-

gence of fxk) to x.. The only related result we know about is due to Gay [1979]. He proves that

Z2x+.1EX, ifJ(x) is constant for all x, Le., F is affine. This allows him to prove the 2n -step q-quadratic
1N

convergence of (x&) tox., and that in turn implies r-order at least 27.

Broyden's method is very popular in practice, for two main reasons. First, it generally requires

fewer function evaluations than a finite difference Newton's method. Second, it can be implemented in

ways that require only 0(n2) arithmetic operations per iteration. We conclude this section by mentioning

three basic ways to do this.

If n is small enough to allow storage of a full n x n Jacobian approximation and use of a QR factori-

zation to solve (3.3), then we recommend a scheme due to Gill, Golub, Murray, and Saunders [1974]. In

i w . Ik - " " K " ' , ., " , % " ' ., ' % % , ,' '." ' - ' ' . % % % , " ,, " 
•

% ." ' ' " d ' 
N
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this scheme, one has

B,=Q,R, butwants B.=Q.R.

(Y, B, s+)s r Tand, since B. = B, + (yBs, )j ' + r'

B+ = Q. [R, + (Qlu) v] aQ. R, +wvT] .

Now a low multiple of n 2 operatons is sufficient to get a QR factorization of a rank-one update to an upper

triangular matrix and so

B. = Q.R. where R, + wv= R and

The second and third ways of implementing the update am both based on the Sherman-Morrison-

Woodbury formula (c.f. Dennis and Schnabel [1983] pg. 188). It is easy to see that if B is nonsingular and

u,v e IR', then B + uvr is nonsingular if and only if I + vrB-lu a o .*O. Then,ud

(B +uv)i =B- - (B-u) VTB- (3.3.8)

[I - . (B-u)vr]B- . (3.3.9)

Broyden [19651 suggests updating the sequence of approximate inverse Jacobians using (3.3.8), i.e.,

(B-q (B-1), + (s,- ) y,r8-)

This is only feasible for about the same class of dense problems as the QR updating scheme. The QR

scheme is more trouble to implement, but it has the advantage that the condition number of the current

Jacobian approximation can always be monitored by using standard techniques to estimate the condiuon

number of an upper triangular matrix. Approaches based on (3.3.8) may become of increased importance

on parallel computers.

The final way of implementing Broyden's mchod is very useful for large problems, and it is based

on (3.3.9). The idea can be found in Matthies and Strang [1979]. At the kA step, we assume that we have

some way of solving Box =b for any b; for example, we might have a sparse factorization of B0 . This

allows us to recursively solve

B&isi+i =-F (x&.1)

N€
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by using (3.3.9) and solving

computing 1+ w=,

solving B& , --- F(xi,1),

and computing Sk+I = + - wk77. 7r

This scheme must be restmed whenever the number of vectors allocated to store the update vectors is

filled.

3.4. BFGS Method for Unconstrained Minimization

Now we discuss the selection of a secant approximation B, to the Hessian matrix in the model

(3.3.1). We could simply apply Broyden's method to find a root of g(x)=O. This is not done because

more effective alternatives exist based on using more of the stuctre of the Hessian matrx which we are

vying to approximate. In this section we will try to acquaint the reader with the high points of this rich

material For more information, see Dennis and More [1977]. Dennis and Schnabel [1979], Fletcher

[1980]. or Dennis and Schnabel (1983].

The analog of (3.3. 1) for solving g (x) = 0 is the same except for the definition of y, :

BS, =y, s(x.)-g(yc), (3.4.1)

where B is meant to approximate H (x,). Equation (3.4.1) causes the quadratic model

m(x +d) =f(x.)+$(x )Td + drB4d

to interpolate f (x.), g (x.), and 8 (x). However H (x.) is symmetric, while the Broyden update B. of B,

generally wiU not be. Also

11-7[B +B+T ]-n1(x.)IIF S IIB-lH(x.)IIF

indicates that we can approximate H(x.) mom closely with a symmetic B.

Thus. it is natural to use the least change ideas of the last section to select B. as the projection of B:

onto the intersection of the matrices obeying (3.4.1) with the subspacc A of symmctnc matriccs in IRI-
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Then we obtain the PSB or Powell symmetric Broyden update

B,= B, + (y - 3Ssc+_sc_(y_ -_Bc_) r  scT(yc -Bcs )scs(
() (3.4.2)

Note that B. will inherit symmetry from B,. This update can be quite effective, and we will meet it again U

in the next section. It is not generally used in practice for two masons. First, it can have difficulty with

poorly scaled problems. Second, we will see in Section 4 that it is desirable that each B. be positive

definite, but B. will only inherit positive definiteness from B, under some conditions more restrictive than

those required for (3.4.1) to have a symmetric positive definite solution B.

An obviously necessary condition for (3.4. 1) to have a positive definition solution B is that

sIyc = srBsc > 0. (3.4.3)

We will now prove by construction that (3.4.3) is also sufficient for the existence of a symmetric and posi-

tiye definite solution B to (3.4.1), by constructing the BFGS method due to Broyden [1969], Fletcher

[1970], Goldfarb [1970] and Shanno [1970].

If we assume that B, is symmetric and positive definite, then it can be written in terms of its Chole-

sky factors

B, = L, L, L, lower triangular.

In fact, L, will probably be available as a by-product of solving (3.3). We want B. to be a symmetric posi-

tive definite secant matrix which is equivalent to the existence of a nonsingular . for which

B.=J.Jt and J4r, =yc.

Let v, - Jis, so that J~v, =Y, and vbv, =yJse if J. exists. If we knew vc, then it would seem reasonable

to take

J. - L, + (Yc -Lv,)vT (3.4.4a)
v[vc 34.a

in view of the success of Broyden's method. Transposing (3.4.4a), multiplying both sides by sc, and using

JTs, = v, and vTv, =yls, gives

VTL T5J =s, L s, + v, (I- - 1 -S )C

.

A~~~~ N* 555 1 __
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which simplifies to

= [ sI's J TLcrs, (3.4.4b)

and which exists if ys, >0.

Equations (3.4.4a. b) define J. such that J..JI =B. is the BFGS update. It is customary to write the

BFGS update as

B = BB + - s, sB (3.5)

but it is not efficient to actually calculate and factor such a matrix at each iteration. Instead Goldfarb

[1976] recommends updating the Cholesky factorization LL T of BE by applying the QR update scheme of

subsection 3.3.3 to

JT = LT+ UcVc

to get jT = Q.L T in 0(n 2) operations. In fact, we don't need to form Q since we only care about

B= J.j T = L +Q TQ.L T - .L T.

This Cholesky update form is the recommended way to implement the BFGS method if a full Chole-

sky factor can be stored. For large problems, updates can be saved and the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury

formula applied in the manner of Subsection 3.3.3. It is also possible to obtain the direct update to the

inverse,

(s, -(B-1)cy)s s1+s,(s -(B-),yC)T yT(sC -(B- 1),y) Tsos (4
y(s- (ys)2  (3.4.6)

The BFGS method can also be derived as the least-change symmetric secant update to (B- 1), in any

inner product norm of the form III(.)III * IIM (.)M II where M.Msc =y,. In other words, the BFGS

method is the result of projecting (B )- into the symmetric matrices that satisfy B-1y, = so, and the projec-

tion is independent of a large class of inner product norms.

If instead we project B, into the symmetric matrices for which Bs, =y , in any norm of the form

I IM; (.)M;T IF* II1() III where M.Misr =y, the result is the update formula

_- .- -j, . ., ., .',,J',.' _x.'_. ..,,..,,.., "., .,. -,"- ,. ". "r "" "" "" ". ". "- ", ". "- .":.'-"r .'- ". ." ,; ;:'.',;."- *=.";,",,".5
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B, B + - J7 (3.4.7)
YIsc (yWsc )2

Equation (3.2.7) is called the DFP update for Davidon [19591, Fletcher and Powell [1963], and it also

passes positive definiteness from B, to B + whenever yrs, > 0.

Theorem 3.4.1 is a local superlinear convergence result for all three methods we have discussed in

this subsection. This is a combination of three theorems from Broyden, Dennis and Mord [1973]. The

proofs follow the same outline as the proof for Broyden's method.

Theorem 3.4.1. Let f satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2.1. Then, there exist E > 0, 8 > 0 such that the

sequences generated respectively by the BFGS, DFP, or PSB methods exist and converge q -superlinearly /

tox. from any xoBo for which 1lx. -xOlI e and IIBo-H(x.)II _8. Furthermore, the PSB method con-

verges if H (x.) is nonsingular but not positive definite.

The BFGS method seems to work especially well in practice. Generally it requires more iterations to

solve a given problem than a finite-difference Newton method would, but fewer function and gradient

evaluations. Most experts feel that a property which contributes to the success of the DFP and BFGS

methods is that the iteration sequences are invariant with respect to linear basis changes under reasonable

hypotheses. This property is not shared by the PSB method. The superiority of the BFGS to the DFP is

still an interesting research topic and is discussed briefly in Section 6.3. ,

A final issue is how to choose the initial Hessian approximation B0 in a BFGS method. In analogy to

Section 3.3 we could choose BO to be a finite difference approximation to V2f (xo), but besides being

expensive, an initial Hessian often is indefinite and then may be perturbed anyhow as we will see in Sec-

ion 4. Instead, the common practice is to setBo=I so that BO is positive definite and the first step is in the

steepest descent direction. This choice may not correctly reflect the scale of the Hessian, and so a one-time

scaling correction often is applied during the first iteration; see Shanno and Phua [1978a] or Dennis and

Schnabel [1983].

",,'e
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3.5 Sparse Finite-Difference and Secant Methods

In this section. we will consider briefly the incorporation of sparsity into the methods of the previous

three subsections. We will see that there are important opportunities for efficiency in finite-difference

Jacobian and Hessian approximations. The development of effective sparse secant methods will be seen to

be more problematical.

Medium size dense problems are usually solvable by library subroutines based on local models we

have already considered. When a problem is large enough to make sparsity an important consideration, it

often is useful to incorporate the source of the problem into the method. In Section 6.1 we will discuss

some promising approaches to this end. Here we discuss general purpose approaches.

We begin with a discussion of special finite-difference methods for sparse problems.

Curtis, Powell and Reid [1974] began one of the most elegant and useful lines of research on sparse

nonlinear problems. They noticed that if the sparsity suucture of J(x) is such that some subset C1 of the

column indices has the property that there is at most one nonzero in any row of the submatrix composed of

these columns, then all the nonzero element in this submatrix of AF (x,, h) could be calculated from the

single function difference

F(x+ hjej)-F(x ).

In order to illustrate the enormous savings possible in finite-difference methods, notice that if J(x) is t-idi-

agonal, then only three extra values of F (x) are needed for any n to build AF (x,, h). They are

F (x, +hle1 + h4 4 h 1e7 + . )uF(x +d 

F(x + h2e 2+hseshsej+ "" ) a F(x, +d 2)

F(x, +h 3e3+h 6e6hgeg+ "" ) = F(xC +d 3).

The submatrix consisting of the first, forth, seventh, tenth, ... columns of AF (x , h) is then determined from

the function difference F(x, +dl)-F(x,). The other two submatrices are determined in the same way

from F(x. +d2)-F(x ) and F(x, +d 3)-F(x ).

Curtis, Powell, and Reid suggested some effective heuristics to keep the number of submaices, and

hence the number of function evaluations, small. Coleman and Mord [19831 and Coleman, Garbow, and

More'* [1984) exploited the connection between a subclass of graph coloring problems and the problem of
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determining how to partition the columns of J(x) to save further on function evaluations. Although they

proved that the problem of minimizing the number of submatrices is NP-complete, they developed some

very useful heuristics.

Li [1986] noticed that if no component of s, =x-x, is zero, then the function value at the past itera-

tion F (x-) can be used to reduce the number of extra function evaluations in either of these approaches by

one. In the tridiagonal case, this reduces to using h =s, and F(x,)-F(x, -d),

F(x,-d1)-F(x,-dI-d 2), and F(x, -dI-d 2) -F(x-) respectively to calculate the three submatrices.

He suggests leaving the j14 column unchanged if (s,)j =0. His analytical and computational results sup-

port this approach.

This approach can also be applied to approximate a sparse Hessian from gradient values. Powell and

Toint [1979] developed methods to further reduce the number of gradient evaluations required in this case.

To illuswate their main idea, assume that H (x) is diagonal except for a full last row and column. We can

then approximate the last column by [g (x, + h. e.)-g (x,)]. h,;' and the last row by its transpose. The first

n - 1 components of g (x, + hj ej) - g (x,) suffice to obtain an approximation to the rest of H (x,). Thus

two extra gradient evaluations suffice while n would be required for the same sparsity pattern without sym-

metry. Powel and Toint also suggest a more complex indirect approximation method. Coleman and Mord

[1984] and Coleman, Garbow, and More'* [1985] showed that problem of minimizing the number of extra

gradient evaluations also is related to graph coloring, and again developed useful heuristics although this

problem is also NP-complete. Goldfarb and Toint [1984] show the connection between the finite-

difference approximation and tiling the plane when the nonlinear problem arises from numerically solving

a partial differential equation.

Now we consider sparse secant methods. Schubert [1970] and Broyden [1971] independently sug-

gested a sparse form of Broyden's method. Reid [19731 showed that their update is the Frobenius norm,

least change secant update toB, with A taken to be the set of matrices with the sparsity of J(x).

In order to state the algorithm, let us define Pi to be the 12 projection of IRR onto the subspace z, of

IR consisting of all vectors with zeros in every row position for which the corresponding column position

of the ilk row of J(x) is always zero. That is, P, v zeroes the elements of v corresponding to the zero ele-

..
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ments of row i of J(x) and leaves the others unchanged. We also need the pseudoinverse notation a* to

denote 0 when the real scalar is a =0 and a-1 otherwise. Then the sparse Broyden or Schubert method is:

Given B, sparse, and x,

solve B s =-F(x,).

Set x.=x, +s, and

B =B+, [P,(sc)TPi(sc)]+ e(yc -Bcsc)eiPi(Sc)T (3.5.1)

Note that (3.5.1) reduces to Broyden's method if J(x) has no nonzeroes.

Marwil [1979] gave the first complete proof that (3.5.1) is locally q-superlinearly convergent under

the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3.3. In practice, this method is cheaper than the Broyden update, but the sav-

ings are small because there is no reduction over the cost of Newton's method in solving for the quasi-

Newton step. An important practical use of this method is to update a submatrix of an approximate Jaco-

bian, the other columns of which might be generated by finite differences as suggested above. Dennis and

Li [1986] test and analyze a strategy based on using heuristics of Coleman and More to pick out subsets of

columns that can be very efficiently approximated by finite differences. The remaining columns are then

updated by (3.5.1). The results are very good, and there are indications that similar approaches are useful

in engineering applications.

For unconstrained optimization, Marwil [1978] and Toint [1977] constructed a sparse analog of the

PSB update (3.4.2). Toint analyzed the method under some safeguarding, and Dennis and Walker [19811

give a complete proof of local q-superlinear convergence. An example by Sorensen [1981], however,

raises doubts about the utility of the method. We will not dwell on this topic because the update seems to

share the shortcomings of the PSB, and in addition, it requires the solution of an extra n x n positive

definite linear system with the same sparsity as H(x) for the update of B. to B. Thus this method has not

had a major practical impact.

Professor Angelo Lucia of Clarkson reports good results using the cheap and simple expedient of

projecting B+ defined by (3.5.1) into the subspace of symmetric matrices, i.e., he uses the approximate Hes-

sian defined by T[B +Br]. Seihaug [1980] had shown this method to be locally q-superlinearly conver-

gent.
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Unfortunately, extending the BFGS and DFP a!gorithms to sparse problems seems at a dead end.

One problem is that a sparse positive definite approximation may not exist in some cases where yJs, > 0.

A more pervasive problem is that sparsity is not invariant under general linear basis changes, while the

essence of these secant methods is their invariance to any linear basis changes. We will comment in Sec-

tion 6.1 on some work that uses more fundamental problem structure to get around the problems of the

straightforward approach to least change secant methods for sparse unconstrained minimization.
'*1*
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4. Globally Convergent Methods

The methods for unconstrained optimization discussed in Sections 2 and 3 aw: locally convergent

methods, mewning that they will converge to a minimizer if they are started sufficiently close to one. In this

section we discuss the modifications that are made to these methods so that they will converge to a local

minimizer from a poor starting point xc,. Methods with this property are called globally convergent. P

Two main approaches have emerged for making the methods of Sections 2 and 3 more globally con-

vergent while retaining their excellent local convergence properties. They are line search methods and

trust region methods. Both are used in successful software packages, and neither has been shown clearly

supeior to the other. Furthermore, both approaches certainly will play important roles in future research

and development of optimization methods. Therefore we cover both approaches, in Sections 4.2 and 4.3

respectively. We briefly compare these approaches in Section 4.4.

The basic idea of both line search and trust region methods, is that they use the quickly convergent

local methods of Sections 2 and 3 when they are close to a minimizer, and that when these methods are not

sufficient, they use some reliable approach that gets them closer to the region where local methods will

work. The basic concept behind this global phase is that of a descent direction, a direction in which f (x)

initially decreases from the current iterate x,. Descent directions and their relation to local methods arc

discussed in Section 4.1. Included in Section 4.1 is a discussion of the well-known, but slow, method of

steepest descent.

Global strategies for solving systems of nonlinear equations are obtained from global strategies for

unconstrained optimization, for example by applying the methods of this section to f (x) 11I F (x) 112. For a

discussion of this topic, see e.g. Dennis and Schnabel [1983], Section 6.5.

4.1 Descent Directions

The basic strategy of most globally convergent methods for unconstrained optimization is to

decrease f (x) at each iteration. Fundamental to this is the idea of a descent direction from x,, a direction

d from x, in which f (x) initially decreases. '

MC.
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The proof of Theorem 1.1 (the necessary condition for unconstrained optimization) showed that d is

a descent direction from x if and only if

Vf(xc)Td < 0,
i.e., the directional derivative in the direction d is negative. In this case, for all sufficiently small

e>O,f(x,+Ed)<f(xc). Thus given a descent direction d, one can always choose a new iterate

x. = xc +Ed so that f (x+) < f (xc). This property is the basis of globally convergent methods. 2

A natural question to ask is whether the local methods for unconstrained optimization discussed in

Sections 2 and 3 yield steps in descent directions. These methods were derived by considering the local

quadratic model off (x) around x, which in general had the form

m,(xc+d) =f(X,) + Vf (x,)Td + Id7nH. (4.1.1)

They then chose d = -H-'Vf(x,) causing x =x,+d to be the critical point of (4.1.1).

If Hc is positive definite, x. is the unique minimizer of the model; furthermore

Vf(x,)Td =-Vf (x,)T Hj1 Vf (x ) < 0

so that d is a descent direction. On the other hand, if H, is not positive definite, then not only doesn't the

model have a minimizer, but also d may not be a descent direction.

In implementations of the leading secant methods for unconstrained minimization such as the BFGS

method, H, always is positive definite. Thus the steps generated by these methods always are in descent

directions.

When H, = V2f (x,). however, it may not be positive definite when x. is far from a local minimizer.

Thus the Newton step d = -V2f (xc)-Vf (xe) is not necessarily in a descent direction. We will see that

line search and trust region methods deal with indefinite Hessian matrices in different ways.

The idea of choosing x. to be a step from x, in a descent direction d also leads naturally to the idea

of taking steps in the "steepest" descent direction. By this one means the direction d for which the initial

rate of decrease from x, in the direction d is greatest. For this definition to make sense, the direction d

must be normalized; then we can define the "steepest" descent direction as the solution to

min Vf(x,)Td subject to lldlHl. (4.1.2)

eeR
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The solution to (4.1.2) depends on the choice of norm; for the Euclidean norm it is d = -

-Vf (xe) / I I Vf (x) I 12, which is generally known as the steepest descent direction.

One classic minimization algorithm is based solely on the steepest descent direction. It is to choose

each new iterate xt1 l to be the minimizer of f (x) in this direction, i.e.

choose tk to solve mi nize f (xi -t Vf (xk))

Xk+I:,At -tVf (Xk). (4.1.3)

This is known as the method of steepest descent.

The method of steepest descent is an example of a globally convergent method. By this we mean

that if a sequence of iterates (xk) is generated by (4.1.3) for a continuously differentiable f (x) that is

bounded below, then im Vf(x,)= 0. However the method has several important practical drawbacks.

Most importantly, it usually is slow. If the method converges to x., then it can be shown that .t

limsup 11M (xk c (4.1.4)11M4 (xk -x. )11-< c(..)la

where M 2 = V2f(x.). and c =+ X1 - ,.)/(+.) for (X. X,.) the largest and smallest eigenvalues of

V2f(x.). Furthermore, for any f (x), (4.1.4) can be shown to be an equality for some starting xo. Thus the

method is only linearly convergent and may be very slowly convergent for problems with even slightly

poorly conditioned V2f(x.). Secondly, as written (4.1.3) requires the solution of an exact one-variable

minimization problem at each iteration. The steepest descent method may be implemented with an inexact

minimization and still retain (4.1.4) but the work per iteration may still be large. Thirdly, the method is

very sensitive to transformations of the variable space. If the variable space is changed to i = T- x, the

Hessian matrix in this new variable space becomes T-T V 2f (x) T- 1, so that by the above discussion the

rate of convergence may be significantly altered. Indeed, the effectiveness of even a single steepest des-

cent iteration in reducing f (x) may depend significantly upon the units used in defining the variables. In

contrast, the performance of the Newton or BFGS methods is unaffected by linear transformations of the

variable space.

For these reasons, the method of steepest descent is not recommended as a general purpose optimiza-

tion method. We will see, however, that steepest descent steps play a role in the trust region methods dis-

cussed in Section 4.2 and in the conjugate gradient methods of Section 5.2. Furthermore. versions of the

7n
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method of steepest descent continue to be used successfully in some practical applications, for example

problems where xo is close to x. and the cost of computing V'f (x) is prohibitive, even though conjugate

gradient or BFGS methods may be more efficient for suca problems.

4.2 Line Search Methods

d.

The general idea of a line search meihod is to choose a descent direction from x, at each iterauon,

and select the next iterate x, to be a point in this direction that decreases f (x). That is

choose d, for which Vf (x,)T d, < 0

choose x, = x, + td,. t, > 0, so that f (x,) < f (xc )#

Note that the method of steepest descent fits this framework.

Modern line search methods differ from the method of steepest descent in three important ways: 1)

d, usually is chosen to be the Newton or secant direction; 2) t, is chosen by a procedure that requires

much less work than an exact minimization; and 3) t, = I is used whenever possible, so that the line search

method reduces to Newton's method or a secant method close to a local minimizer. In this section we sum-

marize the convergence properties of such methods, the selection of the search direction de, and practical

procedures for calculating t,.

Starting with the work of Armijo [1966] and Goldstein [1967], it has been shown that line search

methods will be globally convergent if each step satisfies two simple conditions. The first is that the

decrease in f (x) is sufficient in relation to the length of the step s, =t, d,; the relation

f (x-) < f00) + a Vf (Of~rs, (4.2.1)

usually is chosen to implement this condition where ae(0,1) is some constant Note that for any

sufficiently small step in a descent direction d,, (4.2.1) is satisfied for any c < 1. The second condition is

that the step is not too short. The equation

Vf (x )Sc ! 3 Vf (c)rS (4.2.2)

is most commonly chosen to implement this condition, where 5 E (a.,I); it says that the step must be long

enough so that the directional derivative increases by some fixed fraction of its original magnitude.



I.

The main value of equations (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) is that incorporating them into a line search algo-

rithm leads to a practical and globally convergent method. Theorem 4.2.1 says that given any descent 'p

direction d, and 0 < a << 1 .it is always possible to choose t, > 0 so that x. = x, + t" d, satisfies (4.2. 1)
P,

and (42.2) simultaneously. Theorem 4.2.2 says that if every iterate is chosen in this way and the directions

d, are selected reasonably, the method will be globally convergent. For proofs of these theorems, see

Wolfe [1969,1971] or Dennis and Schnabel [1983].

Theorem 4.2.1 Let f R". -+R be continuously differentiable and bounded below. Let Xk E RN. dk e R"

satisfy Vf(xk)Td.<0. Then if 0<ca<3< 1. there exist 0<t: <t2 such that for any tk E [te 1. t2j,

x&,i = Xk + tkd --xk + sk satisfies

f (x&+) < f (xk) + a Vf (xk)Ts k (4.2.3)

and

Vf (Xk+)Tsk > f Vf (xk)Tsk . (4.2.4) 'p

Theorem 4.2.2 Let f R --1R be continuously differentiable and bounded below, and assume Vf (x) is

Lipschitz continuous in R'. Given xoe RN, suppose the sequence (x&} is defined by x+I =x +dk ,

k =01..... and that there exists o'>0 such that for each k >0,

Vf (Xt)TSk <--a IlVf (Xk) I2 &112 4252 4 :1 (4.2.5)
and (4.2.?' (4.2.4) are satisfied. Then either Vf (xt) = 0 for some k, or lim Vf (xt) 0.

The only restriction in Theorem 4.2.2 that we have not yet discussed is equation (4.2.5). This simply

says that each step direction must be a descent direction where in addition, the angle between s, and the

negative gradient is less than some fixed angle less than 900. For example, if sh = -Hgt Vf (xk) where Hk

is V2f (x&) or any approximation to it. then (4.2.5) is satisfied if the condition numbers of Hk are uniformly ffn

bounded above. This is not a big restriction in practice although not all methods can be shown to enforce it 'p

in theory.

Other conditions can be substituted for (4.5) and still allow Theorem 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 to hold. A com-

mon substtution for (4.2.2) is

IVf (x,)TS, I !5 p IVf (x,)TS, I (4.2.6) '1
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again with [e (a1) • as -0, (4.2.6) causes x. to approach a minimizer off(x) along the line in the ,0

direction d, from x, . Another substitution for (4.2.2) which causes our theorems to remain true is

f (x.) 2 f (X,)+y Vf (x,)Ts,

for some y e (0,a).

Note that (4.2.2) (or (4.2.6)) and Vf (x )Td, < 0 imply

(Vf(x.)-Vf( X)) T S, (1) Vf(X,) TS, > 0

which is the condition (3.4.3) that we saw is necessary and sufficient for the existence of symmetic and

positive definite secant updates. Thus by enforcing (4.2.2) or (4.2.6) in a BFGS method, we also ensure

that it is possible to make a positive definite update at each iteration.

Two practical issues remain in applying Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 to obtain a practical line search P

algorithm : the choices of the step direction d, , and the efficient calculation of the step length t, to satisfy

(4.2.1) and (4.2.2). In addition, we need to show how we retain the fast local convergence of the methods

discussed in Sections 2 and 3. -
,.0

Our methods are based upon the quadratic model (4.1.1) where H, = V2f (x,) or an approximation to

it. When H, is a BFGS approximation, then it is positive definite and line search methods use

d, =-H,7 Vf(x,). We saw in Section 4.1 that this d, is always a descent direction. Generally BFGS

based line search methods do not explicitly enforce (4.2.5); it can be shown to be true in theory under cer-

tain assumptions (see e.g. Broyden, Dennis and More [1973], Powell [1976]).

When H, = V2f(x,) or a finite difference approximation to it. then H, may or may not be positive

definite. The standard practice, due to Gill and Murray [1974] is to attempt the Cholesy factorization of H,

in such a way that the result is the factorization LLT (or LD,L) of (H, + E,). Here L, is lower triangu-

lar, D, is positive diagonal, and E, is a non-negative diagonal matrx which is zero if H, is positive

definite and not too badly conditioned. Then d, is obtained by solving L, Lrd, - Vf (x,) .so that

= -(He + E )'l Vf (x,). Thus d, is the Newton direction if H, is safely positive definite, as it will be
near a strong local minimizer and usually at most other iterations as well. Otherwise d, is some descent

direction related to the Newton direction. In all cases, the cost of the factorization is only 0(n 2) operations

more than a normal Cholesky factorization, d, obeys (4.2.5), and the size of E, is bounded in terms of the

size of 11, . Schnabel and Van Vleck [1987] recently have devcloped a new version of this modified

,. _-. .- - - -. "-'
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Cholesy decomposition which appears to reduce the size of E, while improving the conditioning of

H, + E,.

Thus any line search method, whether it chooses H, to be the Hessian or a BFGS approximation t
",p

it, will use dc = -HC' Vf (xc) as the search direction in the neighborhood of a minimizer x. where V 2f (i."

is positive definite. If the steplength tc = I is permissible, this means that the global convergence results of

this section are consistent with the fast local convergence of Sections 2.2 and 3.4. Theorem 4.2.3, due to %

Dennis and More [1974], shows that this is the case as long as a < 7 in (4.2.1). .

Theorem 4.2.3 Letf : R" -+ R have a Lipschitz continuous Hessian in an open convex set D . Consider a

sequence xk generated by x&,, =xt +t dk, where Vf(xk)Tdk < 0 for all k and ik is chosen to sausfv V
.""

(4.2.1) with a < ,and (4.22). If xj converges to a pointx. E D at which V2f (xk) is positive definite,

and if

IlVf (xk) + V2f (xk)dkII 04lld It =0 ,( .. ).-
P5 Ildk N

then there is an index ko 2 0 such that for all k ko, th = I is admissible. Furthermore, Vf (x.)= 0, and if

tk = I for all k > ko, then ( xt ) converges q -superlinearly to x..
.
.

If exact Hessians are used, d will be -V 2f (x)- Vf (xk) for all xk sufficiently close to x., so that

(4.2.7) is trivially true and quadratic convergence is achieved by using zt = 1 . In a BFGS method, the

analysis of Broyden, Dennis, and More [1973] or Powell [1976] shows that (4.2.7) is true so that q-

superlinear convergence can be retained.

From Theorem 4.2.3, we see that to combine fast local convergence with global convergence, a prac-

tical procedure for selecting the steplength t, should always try t, = 1 first (at least near a minimizer) and

use it if it is admissible. Beyond this, experience has shown that a practical procedure for choosing t, to

satisfy (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) should aim to be as efficient as possible, in that it chooses a and 03 so that there is

a wide range of points satisfying (4.2.1) and (4.2.2). and uses the first point that it finds in this range rather

than trying to closely approximate the minimizer of f (x) along the line x, + t d,. Many strategies for

accomplishing these goals efficiently have been proposed, and probably every line search that is coded is

unique in some way. Algorithm 4.2.1 indicates the structure of a representative line search.

.%
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There are four possible stages in this line search. If t, I satisfies both (4.2.1) and (4.2.2). then x. .

x, + d, and no further line search calculations are performed. If t, = I is not admissible because it fails

(4.2.1), then t, will be decreased. This is most often done by safeguarded quadratic interpolation. In this

procedure the minimizer t. of the one-dimensional quadratic approxinmon q (t) to f (x + id,) that inter-

polates f (x), Vf (x,)T d, .and f (x, + td ) is calculated by

-12 V fC c d

2If. z lC Vcd (4.2.8)2 [ 2(x, + t,d) - f (x) - tVf (x,)T d,]
S,'

and the next stepsize is then set to max (t.,,cIt,), where typically c =0.1 . (It can be shown that

t, > t, '-(-a)). This Init-Decrease stage may be repeated one or more times if the new x, +tc dc continues

to fail (4.2.1). Sometimes a form of safeguarded cubic interpolation is used instead in this stage; see e.g. ,%

Dennis and Schnabel [1983].

Alternately, if tc=l satisfies (4.2.1) but not (4.2.2), t, will be increased. Generally a simple rule like

t:=2t, is used although more sophisticated strategies are possible. This lnit-Increase stage also may be

Algorithm 42.1 Line Search Structure P

Given f (x): R4 -+R, x ,f (x,),Vf (x,) descent direction d,

flow := 0, tp := , one := false, t, := 1
Repeat

evaluate f (x + t dc)
If x, + td, satisfies (4.2.1) then

evaluate Vf(x, + t,d)
If x, + td, satisfies (4.2.2) Then

done:= true .."
Else

flow := %.
If tup = -o then

t, =mit-Increase (Wi)
Else t, Refine (i, flow, tup)

Else
tsp :=Io
If dow=O then

t, :- Init-Decrease (tc)
Else it = Refine (t , flow, tup)

Until done = true

A.N.
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repeated if x, + td, continues to satisfy (4.2.1) and fail (4.2.2).

After one or more repetitions of either the mit-Increase or Init-Decrease phase, either an admissible

x, + td, is found, or it must be the case that the last two values of t, that have been tried bracket an

acceptable value of t. That is, the one with the lower value of t, dlow must satisfy (4.2.1) but not (4.2.2),

while the one with the higher value of t, tup , must fail (4.2.1). In this case an admissible t, must be in %

(tlow, tup), and it is identified by the 5nal, Refine, phase of the line search. Let 8 - tup - low. A typical

Refine phase would calculate

5 Vf (tlow)Tdr
, = dow - f (tup)-f(dow) - 6 Vf (tlow)rd,-

the minimizer of the one dimensional quadratic interpolating f (ziow), Vf (ilow )Td, and f (imp), and then .

set t,--min(max{t,, tow+c 2 ),tsp-c28) where typically c 2.2. This phase may also be repeated one or

more times.

In theory it can be shown that our line search terminates in a finite number of iterations. In practice, -.-

very little work usually is necessary. Experience has shown that line search algorithms with relatively -

loose tolerances generally produce algorithms that require fewer total number of function and derivative

evaluations to reach the minimizer than algorithms with ight tolerances. Typical line search algorithms set

a = 10- in (4.2.1), so that virtually any decrease in f(x) is acceptable, and 03 between 0.7 and 0.9 in

(4.2.2), so that only a small decrease in the magnitude of the directional derivative is required. Due to

these tolerances, 1, = 1 is admissible much of the time, and when it is not, generally one or at most two

more values of t, must be attempted. Thus the three procedures described above, Init-Decrease, Init-

Increase, and especially Refine, are used only infrequently.

The above line search is related to the ones described by Shanno and Phua [1978b], Fletcher [1980], "-

Dennis and Schnabel [19831, and many other authors. Many line searches have been proposed, especially

variants that deal differently with the case when the Hessian is indefinite; see e.g. McCormick [1977],

More and Sorenson [1979]. Some line searches only allow t,:l and only enforce (4.2.1): in this case

Algorithm 4.2.1 is much simpler as the Init-Increase and Refine stages and the check for (4.2.2) are elim-

inated. The techniques of Shultz, Schnabel, and Byrd [1985] show that such a line search still leads to a

globally convergent algorithm, but satisfaction of the condition (3.4.3) for positive definite secant updates

,.
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is not guaranteed. Finally, some line search algorithms do not start with t,=l if the previous step was very

short; good strategies for doing this are closely related to the trust region approach that we discuss next.

4.3 Trust Region Methods

Trust region methods are the other main group of methods for ensuring global convergence while

retaining fast local convergence in optimization algorithms. The fundamental difference between line

search and trust region methods is how they combine the use of the quadratic model with the choice of the

step length. We saw in Section 4.2 that in a line search method, the quadratic model mn (x, + d) given by

(4.1.1) is used to obtain a search direction d,=-Hj-lgc (or -(Hc + Ec)-gc if H, is not positive definite),

and then a steplength is chosen. The procedure for choosing the steplength does not make further use of

the Hessian (approximation) H,.

A trust region method takes the different philosophy that one first chooses a ral step length A, , and

then uses the quadratic model to select the best step of (at most) this length for the quadratic model by solv-

ing

minimize ?(x + s)=f (x,) + Vf (x,)TS + THs (4.3.1)
seGR*

subject to Ilst II, 

The trial step length A, is considered an estimate of how far we trust the quadratic model, hence it is called

a trust radius and the resultant method is called a trust region method. We wil see below that A, is closely

related to the length of the successful step at the previous iteration, and may be adjusted as the current

iteration proceeds. First we describe the solution to (4.3.1) in Theorem 4.3.1. An early proof of much of

Theorem 4.3.1 is given in Goldfeldt, Quandt. and Trotter [1966]; other seminal references include Gay

[1981] and Sorensen [1982].

Theorem 4.3.1 Let g, = Vf (x )e Re, H, e Re- symmetric, A, > 0. Let Xle R denote the smallest eigen-

value of H, and let vI Re denote the corresponding eigenvector. Then if H, is positive definite and

HlH' gII SA,,s,=-Hg gc is the unique solution to (4.3.1). Otherwise the solution to (4.3.1) satisfies

Il,1= A and

.'i" 
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(H, + p I)s,=-g.

for some p , 0 where H, + p, I is at least positive semi-definite. Furthermore either H, + PII is positive

definite and

s,=-(H, + pl)-1gC (4.3.2)

for the unique p, > max (0,-XI) for which IIs R=A, , or p., = -Xi and

s,=-(H, - XIl)+g, + v , (4.3.3)

where + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudouniverse, and we R is chosen so that IIs 11=A . If Hc is positive

definite, the solution must be given by (4.3.2); the case (4.3.3) only occurs if Hc is indefinite and

' II~1(H, + p, l)-Ig, 11 < Ac for all p, 2t -x.i•"

Theorem 4.3.1 indicates several differences between the step taken in line search and trust region
methods. From (4.3.2) we see that, even if H, is positive definite, the trust region step is not always in the

Newton direction -H'Vf(x,) . In fact, it is straightforward to show that for all i t max {0,-X }"

I(H, + g)-Vf(x)Il is a monotonically decreasing function of l.- Thus as A-O, +0.-', and

-(H, + /)-'Vf (x ) -+ -Vf (x,)I. Therefore for small 4, the trust region step is nearly in the steepest

descent direction, while as A, increases, the tist region step approaches and ultimately becomes the New-

ton step -H7 1 Vf (x,) as long as Hc is positive definite. This is depicted in Figure 4.3.1.

-Vf (X,) x.:-(Hc+pJ)-1Vf (x,)

-

x--Hj'.Vf (x)
o3

Figure 4.3.1 The trust region curve
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A second difference between line search and trust region methods is how they deal with the case

when H, is not positive definite. Since the minimization of an indefinite or negative definite quadratic

model is not mathematically well-posed, a line search method must perturb a non-positive definite Hessian

to be positive definite, as was seen in Section 4.2. On the other hand, the minimization of such a model

within some closed region is well defined and reasonable, and this is what the trust region method does.

Inaeed, even if x, is a maximum or saddle point, (4.3.1) is well-defined with a solution given by (4.3.3).

The above discussion indicates two attractive properties of trust region methods. First, small steps

are in the steepest descent direction, the best direction for sufficiently small steps, while the Newton step is

used when it is within the trust region and H, is positive definite, thereby hopefully preserving fast local

convergence. We will see that this property is retained by all the practical approximations to the ideal trust

region step that are discussed later in this section. Second, the trust region method deals naturally with

indefinite Hessian matrices. This will be seen to lead to stronger convergence results than were possible

for the line search methods of Section 4.2.

On the other hand, the ideal mst region step described in Theorem 4.3.1 is difficult to calculate. The

main difficulty is that there is no closed formula that gives the unique p, 2t max (0,-X 1) for which

II(H, + pIl)-'Vf(xc)l/=A, . Instead, this p, must be calculated by an iterative process with each iteration

requiring the Cholesky factorization of a matrix of the form Hc + pI . In contrast, the line search metnods

of Section 4.2 equire only one matrix factorization per iteration. Furthermore, it is possible that the step

(4.3.3) will be required which necessitates an eigenvalue-eigenvector calculation. This case is rare, espe- 1

cially in finite precision arithmetic, but in cases that are close to this the calculation of (4.3.2) becomes

more difficulL

For these reasons, efficient computational implementations of mst region methods solve (4.3.1)

approximately. Before we present these approximate solution methods, we discuss the overall schema of a

trust region method including the adjustment of the mst radius A,, and the convergence properties of a

method that uses this schema while solving (4.3.1) exactly. This theorem will help justify our continued

interest in these methods. We will then see that these convergence properties are retained when using van-

ous efficient, approximate trust region steps in place of the exact solution to (4.3.1).

~*~* .,~ - ..1 " .... -% *
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After the trust region s, is calculated, a trust region method must evaluate f (x, + s,) to see whether

x, + s, is a satisfactory next iterate. It may not be if the quadratic model does not accurately reflect f (x)

within the trust region. In this case the trust radius is decreased and the trust region step recalculated. Oth-

Prwise, x, + s, becomes the next iterate and the new trust radius must be calculated. Such an approach is

outlined in Algorithm 4.3.1.

The reader will recognize the step acceptance condition
-A

actual -reduction < (xi (predicted-reduction) (4.3.4) N

as being very similar to the sufficient decrease condition (4.2.1) used in line search algorithms. The only
difference is that the second order term TscHcs, is included on the right hand side of (4.3.4). Again,

ai=10 -4 is typical. No analog to condition (4.2.2) is needed by trust region methods because the strategy

for adjusting the trust radius prevents the step from being too short.

If (4.3.4) is failed, the current iteration is repeated with a smaller trust radius. The procedure for

decreasing A, is similar or identical to the procedure Init-Decrease for decreasing t, in a line search.

Algorithm 4.3.1 Trust Region Iteration

Given f : Rn -R, x, f (xc), Vf (xc), Hessian (approximation) H, ,
trust radius A, > 0, O< <cta2<1, O<c I<c 2<l<c<c 4

done := false
Repeat

s, := exact or approximate solution to (4.3.1)

evaluate f (x, + Sc)
actual -reduction := f (xc + sc) - f (xc)

predicted-reduction := Vf (X, )T s, + -, TH, sc

If actual-reduction < a, predicted-reduction Then
done :- true
X+ := Xc + Sc

If actual -reduction <5 a2 predicted -reduction Then
A.:= Increase-A (At) (*Amem[c 3 ,c4 ]A )

Else A. := A4,( orAnem {c 1, 1 ]Ac

Else A, := Decrease-A(A) ( new A mem [c, c z]oldA *)
Until done = true

71s
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Typically, quadratic interpolation (equation (4.2.8)) with a safeguard such as new AE [0.1, 0.5] old A, is

used.

If (4.3.4) is satisfied, x, + s, is acceptable as the next iterate x. and the new trust radius &. must be

determined. Algorithm 4.3.1 increases A+ over A, if the quadratic model and function have agreed quite

well; the condition actual-reduction < a2 (predict-reduction) tests this with a2=0.75 typical. Some

methods instead allow the current iteration to be continued with this larger trust radius in this case, which -

complicates the description considerably and doesn't affect the theoretical properties. This may help in '-

practice by saving gradient evaluations. In either case, the Increase-A procedure usually doubles A¢, analo- Z.
gous to the Init-Increase portion of the line search. Otherwise, A.=A, in Algorithm 4.3.1. Some methods

may set the new A. < Ac if agreement between the actual function and the model was rather poor, for

example if (4.3.4) was failed with a=O.1. This also does not affect the method's convergence properties.

Theorem 4.3.2 gives the main global and local convergence properties of a method based on the trust

region iteration of Algorithm 4.3.1, in the case where (4.3.1) is solved exactly. Similar results may be

found in many references including Fletcher [1980], Gay [1981], and Sorensen [1982].

Theorem 4.3.2 Let f : R -+ R be twice continuously differentiable and bounded below. Also, for XoE R-

and some Pl, 2 > 0, let V2f (x) be uniformly continuous and satisfy IIV2f (x)15 P f3 for all

xe (xe R1 : f (x)!<f (xo)) . Let (x ) be the sequence produced by iterating Algorithm 4.3.1 starting from

xo, and using H,=V 2f (xe) or any symmetric approximation with lIHc II < 32 at each iteration, and the exact

solution to (4.3.1) to calculate d,. Then him IlVf (x&)l=O. If in addition each H,=V2f (xe), then for any

limit point x. of the sequence (x ), Vf (x.)=O and V2f (x.) is at least positive semi-definite. Furthermore

if each He=V 2f (xe),then if fxk} converges to x., V2f (x.) is positive definite, and V2f (x) is Lipschitz

continuous around x. , then the rate of convergence is q -quadratic.

Theorem 4.3.2 shows that a trust region method that solves the trust region problem exactly has

attractive convergence properties. The same first order result is established as for line search methods, and

no assumption about the condition number of H, is needed. In addition, if exact second derivatives are

used, then the second order necessary conditions for a minimum are satisfied by any limit point, which -4
means that saddle points and maxima are avoided. The analysis also shows that near a local minimum with
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V2f (x.) positive definite, asymptotically the trust region constraint becomes inactive so that only Newton

steps are taken and local quadratic convergence is retained. r

These nice convergence properties help motivate the interest in trust region methods which follow

the general schema of Algorithm 4.3.1, but where the step is calculated by a considerably more efficient

procedure than that required for the exact solution of problem (4.3.1). There are two obvious relaxations to

problem (4.3.1) that may make it easier to solve: the trust region constraint may be satisfied only approxi-

mately, and/or the quadratic model may be minimized only approximately. We will see that both may be

relaxed substantially without weakening the theoretical properties of the method.

In fact. two general classes of efficient methods for approximately solving (4.3.1) have arisen,

corresponding to these two possible relaxations of (4.3.1). In the first, approximate optimal step methods,

mainly the trust region constraint is relaxed; the step generally is still of the form -(H, + p!)-'Vf (x,) for

some positive definite Hc + pl. These methods are summarized below. In the second, dogleg methods, the

minimization of the quadratic model is relaxed; we defer the consideration of these methods until later in

this section.

Hebden [1973] and More [1978] were the first to construct efficient approximate optimal step

methods. They developed an efficient procedure for finding a g > 0 for which

U(H, + pf )-I Vf (x,) A (4.3.5)

in the case when H, is positive definite and IIH- Vf (x,)Il > A,. Their algorithms are based on applying

Newton's method in g to

1=0 (4.3.6)
II(H, + pf)-lVf(.)ll ' (3

following the observation that (4.3.6) is more nearly linear in t near the desired solution than is (4.3.5).

This results in the p-iteration

1 II2  (Ils I1 - A( ).3 .
= It- A. (sR( +l)-SC) (4.3.7)

where s, = -(H, + p)-1 Vf (x,), which requires one factorization of a matrix of the form H, + p for each

pt-iteration. Typically the trust region constraint is relaxed to is, lle [0.9, 1.11 Ac ; then usually only one or

two iterations of (4.3.7), and the same number of matrix factorizations, are required for each iteration of

the optimization algorithm.

% .
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Several authors, including Gay [1981), Sorensen [1982], and More and Sorensen [1983] have inves-

tigated generalizations of these approximate optimal step methods that extend to the case when H, is

indefinite. More and Sorensen present an efficient algorithm that guarantees that their approximate solu-
"'

tion to (4.3.1) reduces the quadratic model m, (x, + s) by at least y times the amount that the exact solution

to (4.3.1) would, for any fixed y < 1. Their algorithm combines the Hebden-More procedure mentioned

above with a use of the LINPACK condition number estimator to obtain a satisfactory solution when the

exact solution is in or near the "hard case" (4.3.3). No eigenvalue/eigenvector calculations are required.

They show that their method still generally requires only 1-2 matrix factorizations per iteration, and that it

retains the convergence properties of Theorem 4.3.2.

The analyses of these approximate optimal step methods are subsumed by Theorem 4.3.3 below, due

to Shultz, Schnabel, and Byrd [1985]. Similar first order results are proven by Powell [1970, 1975] and

Thomas [1975). Details of the interpretations that are given following Theorem 4.3.3 are also found in

Shultz, Schnabel, and Byrd [1985].

Theorem 4.3.3 Let the assumptions in the first two sentences of Theorem 4.3.2 hold. Let (xk) be the

sequence produced by iterating Algorithm 4.3.1 starting from xO , using H,=V 2f (x,) or any symmetric Ile

approximation with IIH, II < 132 at each iteration. If there exist c 1, c2 > 0 such that each s satisfies,

Vf(x) + sHCsC <- clIVf(x)llm in [A, } l(.38)..-.
(xC I (4.3.8)

then Jim IIVf (xk)l)=0. If in addition each Ho=V 2f (xc) and there exists c 3 > 0 such that each dc satisfies

Vf (X )s, + sIrHc S, 5 -C3 (-XI(H))A (4.3.9)

where X,(Hc) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of H , then for any limit point x. of {x) , Vf(x. )=O and

V2f(x.) is at least positive semi-definite. Also, if each H,=V2f (xe), each s, satisfies (4.3.8), and there

exists c 4 e (0, 1] such that s,=-Hi'Vf(x,) whenever Hc is positive definite and IIH "IVf (x,)1l < c 4A,

then if (xk) converges to x. with V2f (x.) positive definite and 72f (x) Lipschitz continuous around x.,

then the rate of convergence is q -quadratic.
%

Theorem 4.3.3 contains two equations, (4.3.8) and (4.3.9), that say what conditions a trust region step

needs to satisfy in order to be globally convergent to points satisfying the first and second order necessary

? e.'-j V
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conditions for minimization, respectively. Equation (4.3.8) gives a condition on the sufficient use of des-

cent directions in order to assure first order global convergence. With ci=- and c 2=1. it implies that the

step s, provides at least as much decrease in the quadratic model as the best permissible step in the steepest

descent direction. (Here "permissible" means "obeying the trust region constraint"). This interpretation

forms part of the motivation for the dogleg methods for approximating (4.3.1) that are discussed below. By

using smaller cI and c2 in (4.3.8), condition (4.3.8) says that each s, provides at least a fixed fraction of the

decrease in the quadratic model that would be obtained by the best permissible step in some direction p, of

"bounded" descent (i.e. the angle between p, and Vf (x,) is uniformly bounded above by a constraint <

900). This is all that is needed to assure lim (Vf (xh))=O. Thus Theorem 4.3.3 also applies to a line search

method where the mrst region bound A, is used to determine the steplength.

Equation (4.3.9) gives a condition on the sufficient use of negative curvature directions that, in con-

junction with (4.3.8), assures global convergence to a point satisfying second order necessary conditions

for minimization. Equation (4.3.9) can be interpreted as saying that, whenever H, is indefinite. s, provides

at least a fixed fraction of the reduction in the quadratic model that would be obtained by the best permissi-

ble step in some direction v, of "bounded" negative curvature (i.e. (v1H, v )/(X.lv~v) is uniformly bounded

below by a fixed positive constant). This constitutes a considerable relaxation of the "hard case" (4.3.3) in

the exact solution of (4.3.1).

Thus any trust region method that uses the schema of Algorithm 4.3.1 and chooses its steps to satisfy

conditions (4.3.8-9) has strong global convergence properties. It is straightforward to show that (4.3.8-9)

implies the condition on a trust region step used by More and Sorensen [1983], that the reduction in the

quadratic model by s, be at least a fixed fraction of the reduction from solving (4.3.1) exactly. The con-

verse is only true under stronger assumptions on H, (see Byrd, Schnabel, and Shultz [1987]). Now we

return to the second class of methods for approximately solving (4.3.1), dogleg methods, which arc now

easily seen as another way to satisfy conditions (4.3.8-9).

The earliest trust region method, of Powell [1970], is the original dogleg method. Given a quadratic

model m (x, + s) with H, positive definite, and A, > 0, it selects x, + sc to be the Newton point xN =

x, - H,7 Vf (xe) if it is inside the trust region. Otherwise it selccts x, + s, to be the point on the piecewise

,.'
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linear curve connecting x, XC, and xN which is distance A, from x,. (See Fig. 4.3.2.) Here xc, is the

Cauchy point, the minimum of the quadratic model in the steepest descent direction -Vf (x,) from xc. (It b,

is straightforward to show that Ilxcp - xc II _ uxN - x, I, so that the intersection of the dogleg curve with the

trust radius is unique.) Dennis and Mei [1979] constructed a generalization, the double dogleg method, "

which selects x, + s, to be the unique point on the piecewise linear curve connecting x, xcp, yxi, and xN

which is distance A, from x, , or x, + s, = XN if Xiv is inside the trust region, for a particular y < 1. For

either method, it can be shown that as one moves along the piecewise linear curve from x, to xN , the dis-

tance from x, increases and the value of the quadratic model decreases.

Thus these dogleg methods take small steps in the steepest descent direction when the trust radius i-

small, take Newton steps when the trust radius is sufficiently large, and take steps in a linear combination

of the steepest descent and Newton directions otherwise. Due to the use of steepest descent steps when A,

SIxcp - x, II and to the monotonic decrease of the quadratic model along the entire dogleg curve, they

always obtain at least as much descent on the quadratic model as the best steepest descent step of length at

most A:. Thus they obey (4.3.8) and by Theorem 4.3.3 are globally convergent in the sense that the

sequence of gradients of the iterates converges to zero.

-Vf(xI)

XCJ x N~Xc H7' Vf (xc)

x C V rI.

Figure 4.3.2 The doglcg curve
(dotted part is double dogleg modification)
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An attaction of these dogleg methods, in comparison to the approximate optimal step methods dis-

cussed above, is that they only require one matrix factorization (of H,) per iteration. All the remaining cal-

culations are easily seen to require at most 0 (n 2) operations, and no additional factorizations are required

if the trust region must be decreased during the current iteration. On the other hand, neither version

described above makes explicit use of an indefinite H, or satisfies (4.3.9). Thus no second order global

convergence results can be proven foi them.

These dogleg methods are closely related to minimizing the quadrat~ic model mn, (x, + s,) over the

two dimensional subspace spanned by the steepest descent and Newton directions, subject to the trust

region constr-ainL. This two dimensional trust region problem also is easy to solve using oniy the factoriza-

tion of H, and the inclusion of the steepest descent direction assures satisfaction of (4.3.8) and hence first

order global convergence. Shultz, Schnabel, and Byrd [1985] propose an algorithm along these lines

where, if H, is indefinite, the two dimensional subspace is changed to the one spanned by -Vf (x,) and

some direction of bounded negative curvature which is fairly efficient to compute. Thus the algorithm

obeys (4.3.9) as well and has the same theoretical convergence properties as an approximate optimal step

method. Byrd. Schnabel, and Shultz show that an optimization algorithm based on this approach is very

competitive with a modern approximate optimal step method in robustness and efficiency.

In practice both approximate optimal step methods and various dogleg methods are used in solving

uncontrained optimization problems and in other contexts. Some additional comments on their relative

merits are contained in Section 4.4.

4.4 Comparison or Line Search and Trust Region Methods

Sections 4.2 and 4.3 have presented two classes of methods, line searches and trust regions, for

obtaining globally convergent unconstrained optimization methods while also retaining fast local conver-

gence. The reasons for presenting both approaches are that neither appears to be consistently superior to

the other in practice, that both are used in modemn software, and that both can be expected to play important

roles in the future development of optimization methods. This section elaborates briefly on these remarks.
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Gay [1983] and Schnabel, Koontz, and Weiss [1985] have conducted comparisons of line search and

trust region codes on a standard set of test problems from More, Garbow, and Hillstrom [1981]. Gay com-

pared a BFGS method utilizing a line search with a BFGS method using a double-dogleg trust region step.

Schnabel, Koontz, and Weiss tested methods using finite difference Hessians and methods using BFGS

approximations, in both cases comparing line search, double-dogleg, and approximate optimal trust region

steps. Both studies showed that while there can be considerable differences between the performance of

line search, dogleg, and optimal step methods on individual problems, no one method is consistently more

efficient or robust than any other. Indeed, the average differences in efficiency between the line search and

trust region methods tested were quite small, and they had similar success rates.

In modern numerical software libraries, one finds both line searches and trust regions used in con-

junction with both (finite difference) Hessians or BFGS approximations. Philosophically, some people

prefer to use line searches in conjunction with BFGS methods because the necessary condition (3.4.3) for

positive definite updates can be guaranteed to be satisfied at each iteration; in trust region methods no such

guarantee is possible and occasionally (3.4.3) is not satisfied and the update must be skipped. Similarly,

some people advocate using trust region methods in codes where the (finite difference) Hessian is used,

because a "natural" treatment of indefiniteness is possible and it can be guaranteed that saddle points and

local maxima are avoided. But as the previous paragraph has indicated, neither of these theoretical argu-

ments has been shown to correspond to any significant computational advantage.

Algorithm developers in areas such as constrained optimization, least squares data fitting, and large

scale optimization often need to choose between using line searches or trust regions in developing new

codes. Some trade-offs are fairly consistenL Line searches often are a little simpler to code, but sometimes

it is not clear how to deal with indefiniteness, rank deficiency, or other factors that may cause the line

search direction to be in an unacceptable direction. Trust region methods often offer a mathematical solu-

tion to these problems, but usually require some additional linear algebra COSL In addition it sometimes is

challenging to construct efficient, approximate solution algorithms for the appropriate trust region problem.

The result is that both approaches are used; for example there currently is considerable research activity in

both line search and trust region methods for nonlinearly constrained optimization. The two-dimensional

mist region technique mentioned at the end of Section 4.3 seems to offer a good compromise in cases

'e -
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where the trust region approach seems desirable to assure acceptable step directions, but an (approximate)

optimal solution to the exact trust region problem is very difficult or expensive to find.

One case where there appears to be a discernible difference between line search and mst region

methods is in Gauss-Newton methods for nonlinear least squares (see Section 6.2). In this case the under-

lying local method is at best linearly convergent on most problems. For such algorithms, tist region algo-

rithms, which may be viewed as combining two lineorly convergent directions, the standard Gauss-Newton

direction and the steepest descent direction, appear generally to be more robust and efficient than line ,

search algorithms which only use the Gauss-Newton direction. For a detailed discussion of such algo-

rithms, see Dennis and Schnabel [1983), Ch. 10.
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5. Non-Taylor Series Methods

This section presents two fundamentally different algonthmic approaches that have proven them-

selves useful for unconstrained minimization. First, we will describe the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm.

Nelder and Mead [19651, an effective pattern search technique for problems of very low dimension which

is beloved of users but generally ignored by optimization researchers. Then, we will provide a unifying

framework for the proliferation of conjugate direction algorithms that have been devised for solving prob-

lems with large numbers of variables.

4.

5.1 The Nelder-Mead Simplex Algorithm

The Nelder-Mead algorithm moves a simplex through the domain space with the goal of getting the

function minimizer x. in the interior of the simplex. Once ad hoc tests indicate that the minimizer has been

surrounded, the algorithm shrinks the simplex toward the vertex corresponding to the lowest function value

and returns to the process of trying to get x. into the interior of the (smaller) simplex.

We will confine ourselves here to a description of the four basic moves of the algorithm. Each itera-

tion begins with a set of n + 1 current points x.,.. .. in general position, i.e., the convex hull S, of

.... ........ x } is an n-dimensional simplex. Furthermore, these vertices are assumed to be sorted on their

objective function values so thatf (x )<gf (x9 t), i = 1.n. The first goal of each iteration is to replace

the worst vertex z: +' with a better one by moving the simplex away from x-+ . If this fails, we tacitly

assume that we are close enough to the minimizer to need smaller moves for improvement. Thus. we keep ,

the best vertex and shrink the simplex along each edge by replacing each of the other vertices by its aver-

age with the old best vertex. We then evaluate f at the n new vertices and sort and label them to obtain

S = <cx'....x l' >. The convention we use is that the older vertex is numbered lower when two vertices

have equal function values.

We have described the shrinkage step through which the algorithm tries to close in on x.; now we

describe the moves aimed at getting the larger simplex close by moving away from the worst vertex.

The first trial step in each iteration is to consider the reflection xC'=Z7c -xc"' of -+1 through the

centroid . = X- x of the best n -face of Sc. If success is so great that f (x) < f (xcl), then we tn-,,

",4
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expanding the simplex in the same direction by testing f (x4)<f (xl). where xf= 2x- 1 . If the expan-

sion is successful, we drop x4 1 in favor of x , otherwise we drop x4l t in favor of x4, and sort the vertices

to obtain S.. There are two Lhings to note about a successful expansion step. The first is that we do not

continue in the same vein even if f (x) <f (x) <f (xl). This is because we want to avoid a simplex that

gets elongated enough that its vertices are not numerically in general position. The second point is that we

accept the expansion vertex even if it is not as good as the reflection vertex. Thus, the best approximate

minimizer we have found so far might not be retained as a vertex. This is in keeping with our view of try-
'.1

ing to move the simplex over the minimizer before we start to close in on it.

The reflection vertex is taken without an expansion attempt if f (xc1) <f (x4) <f (x4). In this case, x,4

will become x:+' after sorting. If f(xl) f(x ' 1 ), then we try once to contract the simplex internally

along the reflection direction by testing f ()<f (xc), where the contraction vertex is = [ic -xA + ]. If

the contraction fails, then we shrink the simplex as explained above. If it succeeds, then we replace x, '

by xf and sort to prepare for the next iteration.

"0
There is one more possibility to consider for the trial of a reflection step. ff (x') <f (X) <f

then we can see immediately that if we replace xh'  by x, the outcome would be that x.R ' would be x"

and that the subsequent reflection step would be rejected, because 4 =x:+, in favor of a trial contraction.

Thus, we pass over this 'shadow' iteration and compute the indicated shadow contraction directly from the

current vertices as xC' -2-(xc +.Fc). We finish the iteration exactly as we did for a regular contraction.

Many users have suggested minor modifications of this algorithm. The best known modifications

and the history of the algorithm are collected in Woods [1985]. Woods also gives a novel application of

one of the three major advantages of the algorithm. He applies the algorithm to multicriteria optimization

by exploiting the fact that we only use the objective function f to decide which is the 'better' of two ver-

tices. In common use. this indicates that the algorithm should be robust with respect to noise or inaccura-

cies in the values of f. For example, we have experience with an engineer who was able tc use it to

resolve parameters to .5% after only reaching 5% resolution with a standard finite-difference Newton code.

The three main strengths of the Neldcr-Mead simplex method are its tolerance of function noise, its

nonreliance on any gradient approximations, and the extreme simplicity of its implementation. It takes less

•0 -
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than 100 statements to implement in any high level language, and this is an important factor in its popular-

ity with users who still distrust black boxes.

The major weaknesses of the algorithm are that it can be very slow for more than about 5 variables,

and that it can converge to a nonminimizer. The only example of the latter that we know of is given in

Dennis and Woods [1987] and it is mitigated somewhat by the nonminimizing limit being a point where the

derivative doesn't exist Both these shortcomings are the subject of current research.

It is worth noting that the example referred to in the paragraph above shows that the algorithm is not

safe for nonsmooth problems despite the fact that it uses no gradient information. Incidental to this caveat

is that the example is convex.

5.2 Conjugate Direction Methods

The second class of methods that we discuss in this section is the conjugate direction algorithms. It

is not entirely accurate to say that they are not based on quadratic models, but there is never a need to store

a full Hessian. Therefore, these methods are especially suited for large dimensional problems where f (x)

and g(x) are available but n is too large to store or factor an n xn matrix at each iteration.

Conjugate direction algorithms are usually presented as they would be programmed. This demon-

strates their most important property, computational simplicity and little storage, but it obscures the

geometric elegance that better helps the novice gain an overview of the whole class of methods.

Conjugate direction methods are most simply presented as methods for minimizing strictly convex

quadratic functions. We will follow the point of view taken in Dennis and Turner [1986] where the reader

can find all the proofs of results claimed here. We will adopt the standard convenience of taking x o= 0.

Assume that we are at the klh iterate and that we have a scheme for generating a descent direction

dk+I for q(x)= 4.x7Hx - hTx, H symmetric and positive definite, from xk. Suppose that xk minimizes

q(x) on a k-dimensional subspace spanned by the previous iterates. Choose xkl to be the unique minim-

izer of q(x) on the k + l-dimensional subspace formed by adding dk., to the previous spanring set These

two sentences characterize the conjugate direction algorithms. It is interesting to note that this point of

view is identical to the definiuon given by Cantrell [1969], Cragg and Levy !1969], and Mielc and Cantrell

4. % , . ,,%* :°... ... ° . - - .* .- * -. .. .- . • . . . . . . ., . -
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[1969) of a 'memory gradient' method. It is completely developed in Dennis and Turner [1986). Nazareth

[1986) gives a corresponding algorithm for general minimization problems.

It is easy to show that if we define at each iteration pj =xj -xj_1, then pJHp, =0 for I <j < i 5k and

pJVq(xk)=O for 1:_j5k. Thus, solving the k+1 dimensional minimization problem on span %
0%

{Pi...p,dt.i for xk+I requires the solution of a (k + l)-dimensional symmetric positive definite linear

system which is diagonal except for a full last row and column. This system can be solved explicitly, but

the expense of saving all the previous pi's is too high for large problems.

If one can arrange to have d[Hpi = 0 for the oldest pi 's, then those pi do not have to be saved

because they are not needed explicitly in solving for Xk+i. It turns out that dk+1 -Vq(xk)=h -Hxk

accomplishes this purpose for 1 <i <k - 1 so that Pk+i is a linear combination of pk and dk 1 . This for-

tunate circumstance follows from a more general result.

Let B be an arbitrary matrix and select each d,,, e span {d1,Bpi,..., Bp,). Then, it is easy to show

that xk minimizes q(x) on span {d1,Bd 1,...Bk-dJ rK(d1,B,k-1), and that -Vq(xk) TBpj =0 for

j = 1..., k - 1. Thus, if we choose any B and generate dk+ so that d 1H =-Vq (xk)TB, then we only need

x*,pt and dk i to generate

~dlIHpk
pk . + = * (5.2.1) "'.

and

xkl = xk + z k ,pk+, ei = d+1 Vq(xk) (5.2.2)

In this case, the pk's are to be thought of as directions rather than iterative steps as they were defined

above, but there is no difficulty introduced into the discussion above by doing so. Of course ±dk l must

also be a descent direction for q from xh. i.e.. dk+ Vq(xk)* 0. The choice B =H gives rise to

dk+=-Vq(xA) mentioned above. This is called the conjugate gradient algorithm. The subspace

K(d ,B ,k-l) is called the k-dimensional Krylov subspace generated from d i by B.

If M is any symmetric positive definite matrix for which d , =-M- 1 Vq (xk) is easy to compute,

then dk., is a descent direction and corresponds to B =M='H. The resultant method is called the precondi-

tioned conjugate gradient algorithm and M is called the preconditioner. The use of a preconditioner can

significantly improve the conjugate gradient algorithm. Let us now discuss briefly some factors in

S~
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choosing M.

Intuitively, there are two things we might want to accomplish in our choice of M and hence B. We ,1'

can try for a big reduction in q by choosing M -1 to be a good approximation to H- 1. In other words, we

can try to make our new directions dk approximate the Newton direction for q. This is the point of most

iterative methods, like SOR or Gauss-Seidel for example, and it is common to exploit such methods as a'

preconditioners for problems where they were once used alone. In such preconditioners, one never needs

to work explicitly with M since M-'Vq(xk) is the iterative step. It is worth noting that SOR does not

correspond to a symmetric positive definite preconditioner M and so SSOR, which involves a forward and

then backward sweep, is generally used because it does correspond to a symmetric positive definite M.

See Golub and Van Loan [1983].

This way of choosing an iterative method as a preconditioner for a conjugate direction algorithm

lends itself to two popular points of view: an optimizer would feel that the iterative method is being used

to accelerate the conjugate direction algorithm, but the numerical partial differential equations solver

would be more likely to feel that conjugate directions is being used to accelerate the basic iterative method

being used as a preconditioner.

From a purely matrix algebra point of view, this first way of choosing M, which we have been dis-

I I

cussing, corresponds to making the condition number of M- HM -' smail, since this is the Hessian and

M-'Vq(x,) is the steepest descent direction for q atx in the transformed variables x '=MIx. It is worth

poitig out the result that the DFP or BFGS applied to minimize q (x) with exact line searches and initial

Hessian approximation M generates exactly the same points in exact arithmetic as the conjugate gradient

algorithm preconditioned by M.

The second point of view in choosing M, and hence M-'H =B, is to try to make K(M- 1 h ,B ,n-l)

have the smallest possible dimension, say p << n. The reason is that in this case the algorithm solves the

problem inp steps. This can be seen from the fact that Vq(x,) is orthogonal to K(M-'h,B,p-l). Thus,

M-'Vq(x,) cannot lie in K(M-1h,B,p-I) unless it is zero. Then it must be zero since

M-Vq(x,)EK(M-'h,B,p) and the Krylov subspaces have stopped increasing their dimension so

K(M-1h,B,p)=K(M-' h,B,p-l).
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If we ignore the influence of the initial direction on the dimension of K(M-'h,B,n-1), then an

upper bound on that dimension is the degree of the minimal polynomial of B. This is easy to see since if

m (B )=cx B = 0 is the minimal polynomial for B, then 0 = m (B )M -1 h is a nonzero linear combination

of the p + 1 generators for K (M- 1 h, B, p) whose dimension must be less than p + 1. Since B is similar to a

symmetric matrixp is the number of distinct eigenvalues of B =M-1H. See Hoffman and Kunze [19711.

It is not unusual for strictly convex quadratics arising from discretized partial differential equations

to be solved withp -n/10 3. Such spectacularly successful preconditionings nearly always come from deep

insight into the problem and not from matrix theoretic considerations. They often come from discretizing

and solving a simplified problem.

The choice of preconditioners for optimization problems is not nearly so well understood. This may

be because most of our effort has been directed toward algorithms and software for general library use.

We have generally used conjugate direction methods only for nonquadratic problems, and then only for

problems so large that we have no other choice (see Section 6.1).

For nonquadratics, the conjugate gradient formulas are generally given by

Pk-1 = -Vf (Xk) + 3 "Pk, 3 = Vf (xk)TVf (xk)

Vf (xk.l)T Vf (X*i)(5.3

and

x*+1 = xk + .pk+, at minimizes f along pi+l. (5.2.4)

Lff(x) is quadratic, (5.2.3-4) are equivalent to (5.2.1-2), but no matrix is required by (5.2.3-4). In general.

the line search is not done exactly but it has to be done fairly accurately, see Gill, Murray, and Wright

[19811.

Of course, the conjugate directions do not remain conjugate in finite precision implementations, and

there is no reason they should be conjugate for nonquadratics. The standard way to handle this is to save

some past vectors and make sure dk is made conjugate with respect to these few vectors (see Vinsome

[1976], Young and Jea [1981]), or to restart the method, perhaps by taking dt periodically to be a linear

combination of some restart vector and the dk that would have been chosen if a restart were not due. See

Beale [1972] or Powell [1977].

%°
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6. Some Current Research Directions

In this section we will give brief summaries of same interesting areas of ongoing activity. We will

discuss large problems, data fitting, secant updates, singular problems, and parallel computation.

6.1 Large Problems

There are three different scenarios we wish to consider here:

(i) A quadratic model can be formed and the model Hessian can be factored if sparsity is taken into -

account.

(ii) A quadratic model can be formed but linear iterative methods must be used to solve the model prob-

1cmn in place of matrix factorizations.

(iii) The problem is too large for any explicit use of a model Hessian.
MN'

It is important to note that the number of variables alone does not determine which class fits a partic-

ular problem. If a big problem has a nice enough sparsity structure in the Hessian it fits in class (i); if the

sparsity structure is not so nice it fits in (Ui); and if it isn't sparse enough for (ii) it fits in (iii).

For problems in class (i), our first choice would be to use a Newton or finite difference Newton

model as outlined in Section 3.5. If we wish to use a secant method, then we should use a so-called "lim-

ited memory" method in the spirit of the last implementation in Section 3.3. Probably, these methods fit

better with a linesearch rather than a trust region. Buckley and Lenir [1983] is a limited memory method

which has been highly recommended to us by users.

For problems of class (ii), there is an elegant generalization of the dogleg algorithm (Steihaug

(1980], Taint [1981]) which has shown its mettle in dealing with seismic inversion. This algorithm can be

viewed as a trust region implementation of the conjugate direction inexact Newton method. The idea is

simple. Given a quadratic model and a trust radius, perform conjugate direction iterations to compute the

Newton step until either the Newton step is computed inside the trust region and taken as the trial step, or

until some conjugate direction iterate lands outside the trust region. When the latter happens, the trial step

is taken to be at the intersection of the trust region and the last conjugate direction step, or a direction of

%."
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negative curvature for the quadratic model is generated at some conjugate direction iterate inside the trust

region, and the trial step is taken where this negative curvature direction strikes the boundary of the trust

region. If a precondiuoner is used, it can be thought of as defining the shape of the trust region.

As computer storage has become less expensive, fewer problems must be relegated to class (iii).

Generally, these problems are solved using the non-matrix form of conjugate direction methods mentioned

at the end of Section 5.2.

Finally, Griewank and Toint [1982a,b] have suggested and analyzed an interesting approach to

obtaining Hessian approximations for problems where the objective function can be written as the sum of

objective functions that each involves its own subset of the variables. Generally speaking, the summand

functions should have small dense Hessians which are positive semidefinite at the point formed by select-

ing the relevant subset of the components of the minimizer of the problem. This allows an approximate

Hessian of the sum to be assembled from (for example) BFGS updates of the summand Hessians. The

reader familiar with research on sparse matrices will recognize the connection with so-called clique or

finite-element storage. See Duff, Erisman, and Reid [1986].

6.2 Data Fitting

One of the most common sources of optimization problems is in parameter estimation arising from

fitting mathematical models to data. Typically, data

(t,xi), i=l, .- (6.2.1)

has been collected, and one wants to select the free parameters x e IR in the model m (t ,x) so that

M (ti'x)-yi, i-l,..,M . (6.2.2)

Such problems arise in almost all areas of science, engineering, and social science. A more common nota-

tion in these applications is (xi,y,), i=l,.., n for the data, and f(x,O), 8EIRP for the model (0 may be

replaced by 03 or other symbols), but we will use (6.2.1-2) to be consistent with the remainder of this book.

Generally, there are far more data points than parameters, that is m >>n in (6.2.2).
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Usually it is assumed that each t, is known exactly in (6.2.1) but thaty is measured with some error.

In that case it makes sense to achieve (6.2.2) by making each residual

r, (x) = m (t,, x) -y

as small as possible. Let

R(x)=(r(x). r. (x))T.

Then we wish to choose x so that the vector R (x) is as small as possible, in some sense.

If we choose x to

minimizelIR(x)II 1  or minimize IR(x)I I. (6.2.3)

then we have a non-differentiable unconstrained optimization problem. There has been considerable

research into methods for solving (6.2.3), see e.g. Gill, Murray, and Wright [1981], Murray and Overton

[1980,1981], Bartels and Conn [1981] and Conn [1985]. Research is continuing into producing algorithms

and software for such problems.

It is much more common to use the 12 norm instead of (6.2.3), i.e.

minimize f (x)=1 ri(x)2= R (x)TR (x) (6.2.4)

ZIIR. i

If each y, = m (i,Y) + e for some true parameter value Y and some random error e,, and if the m random

errors arise from independent and identical normal distribution with mean 0, then (6.2.3) produces the max-

imum likelihood estimator ofi. In any case, (6.2.4) generally is easier to solve than (62.3).

If R (x) is linear in x then (6.2.4) is a linear least squares problem and it can be solved in 0(man 2)

operations; see Stewart [19731, Lawson and Hanson (1974], or Golub and Van Loan [1983]. Otherwise it

is a nonlinear least squares problem. The nonlinear least squares problem is a particular case of uncon-

strained optimization and can be solved by the techniques of the preceding sections. But many special pur-

pose methods have arisen that take advantage of the special form of the derivatives of f (x),

Vf (X) =, Vriwxriw - J(X),rR(x)

where J(x)e lR-- denotes the Jacobian matrix of R (x), and

V2f (x)= (Vr, (x)Vr, (x)7 + V2r, (x)r, (x)) - J (x)rJ (x) + S (x) (6.2.5)

where S (x)e IR"-" is the part of V2f (x) that is a function of second derivatives of R (x).

L Z K,'
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If both first and second derivatives of R (x) are available (and n is not too large) then the nonlinear

least squares problem should probably just be solved by standard unconstrained optimization methods.

Otherwise the goal of most special purpose nonlinear least squares methods is to produce efficient methods

that require only analytic or finite difference first derivatives of R (x). This supplies Vf (x) and the first

part of V2f (x), but not the second order part S (x). Many strategies for using this special structure exist,

and we summarize them very briefly. For more detail see Dennis and Schnabel [1983].

Gauss-Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt methods simply omit S(x) and base their step on the

model

m(x. d) =f (x,) + Vf (x )Td + +drJ (x )Tj (x )d (6.2.6)

This is very reasonable if the data (6.2.1) is fit well by the optimal model m t, ,x. ) since in this case R (x.)

and hence S(x.) will be nearly zero, and omitting S(x) will cause little harm. Methods that use a line

search in conjunction with (6.2.6) are generally called Gauss-Newton methods, while the use of a trust

region leads to More 's [1978] derivation of the Levenberg-Marquardt method. This method is imple-

mented in MINPACK (More , Garbow, and Hillstrom 11980) and has been quite effective in practice. Note

that (6.2.6) is equivalent to

m(x +d) = I IIR (xc)+ J(x, )dI

and so these methods can be derived from the linear Taylor series model of R (x).

Alternatively, secant methods for nonlinear least squares construct approximations to V2f (x) given

by (6.2.5). Some codes have used the methods of Section 3.4 to approximate all of V2f (x), but more suc-

cessful methods have arisen by approximating V2f (x,) by

J (x, )TJ (xc)+Ac

where A, approximates S (x,). That is, the available pan of the Hessian is used and only the unavailable

part is approximated. Dennis, Gay and Wasch [1981ab] constructed a very effective method along these

lines. In general, such quasi-Newton methods are more effective than modem Levenberg-Marquardt

methods on problems where R (x.), and hence S(x.) is large, and of comparable effectiveness otherwise.

Research is continuing on various aspects of nonlinear least squares calculations, including large

residual problems (Salane [1987]), large dimensional problems (Toint [1987]), secant approximation (Al-
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Baali and Fletcher [19831. and application of the tensor methods mentioned in Section 6.5 (Hanson and

Krogh [ 1987], Bouaricha and Schnabel [ 1987)).

An interesting variant of the data fitting problem occurs when there is experimental error in both t,

and y,. In this case it becomes appropriate to measure the distance between the data point (t, ,y,) and the

fitting function m (t ,x) by the (weighted) Euclidean distance from the point to the curve. Boggs, Byrd, and

Schnabel [19871 show that minimizing the sum of the squares of these distances leads to the problem

minimize ±((M(1 ,x )-y, )2+WS2) (6.2.7)
a IR-a - , . i

for appropriate weights wi. Problem (6.2.7) is a nonlinear least squares problems in m +n variables, but

Schwetlick and Tiller [19851 and Boggs, Byrd, and Schnabel [1987] show how to solve it efficiently using

essentially the same work per iteration as for the standard nonlinear least squares problem (6.2.4). Boggs,

Byrd. Donaldson, and Schnabel [1987] provide a software package for (6.2.7). The case when m(t x) isI

linear in both t and x is addressed in Golub and Van Loan [1980).

Finally, there is an increasing amount of cross-fertilization between the optimization and statistical

communities in the study of data fitting problems. Areas of interest include the application of modem

optimization techniques to specialized data fitting problems (see e.g. Bates and Watts [1987], Bunch

[1987]. and the statistical analysis of parameter estimates obtained by nonlinear least squares (see e.g.

Bates and Watts [19801, Cook and Witmer [19851, Donaldson and Schnabel [1987].

6.3 Secant Updates

The investigation of alternative secant methods for unconswained optimization is enjoying a recent

revival. This was a very active area in the 1960's and 70's, starting with the discovery of the first secant

update, the DFP update (3.4.7), and continuing with the discovery of the BFGS update (3.4.5). Much

interest was focused on the Broyden family of updates (Broyden [1970])

B (0) = OB .DF + (I_4)Brs (6.3.1) .

which differ from each other only by multiples of a rank-onc matrix; thLs topic is discussed extensively in

Fletcher [1980]. Several convergence results for any choice of OE[0,l] have been proven; see e.g.

Griewank and Toint [1982b] and Stachurski 11981]. But the consensus for over 10 years has been that the
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BFGS is best in practice. One hint is a powerful convergence result of Powell [1976] for the BFGS that

has never been extended to the DFP.

Some recent research has attempted to explain theoretically the superiority of the BFGS. Powefl

[1986] uses a simple example to show that the DFP can be very much slower than the BFGS. Byrd,

Nocedal, and Yuan [1987] extend Powell's 1976 convergence result toany Be (0,1], i.e. any convex combi-

nation of the DFP and the BFGS except the DFP, and in doing so show that the DFP lacks a self-correcting

term in its update formula. Dennis, Martinez, and Tapia [1987] show that the BFGS has an optimal

bounded deterioration property in the convex class.

Other recent research has resumed computational and theoretical investigation of choices other than

the BFGS (0 = 0) in (6.3.1). Zhang and Tewarson [19861 consider using 0<0; they extend Powell's con-

vergence result to their strategy and their computational results show that it may produce better results than

the BFGS in practice. Conn, Gould, and Toint [1981] revisit the symmetric-rank on update,

(yc -Bc sc )(yc -B sc )T
(Yc -BC SC )T SC

the choice 0 = (yrsc)/(yc-B, s,)Ts in (6.3.1), which may have a zero denominator, and show that it may

be competitive with the BFGS when used in conjunction with a trust region method and safeguarding of the

denominator.

Dennis and Walker [19851 and Vu [1984] have studied the problem of dealing with noise in y for the

least change Frobenius norm updates, but the more important analysis for the BFGS update is not so well

understood.

A very important practical problem in secant updating comes from constrained optimization. We

want to extend the BFGS method to maintain an approximation to the Hessian of the Lagrangian with

respect to the primal variables. The most commonly used method is due to Powell [1978), but he shows in

Powell [19851 that it can lead to ill-conditioning in the approximate Hessians. Tapia 11984 suggests and

analyzes a promising procedure.

Some very elegant work on secant methods for nonlinear problems that come from discreuzation of

infinite dimensional problems has been done by Gricwank [1983] and Kelley and Sachs [1986]. They give

a new derivation of the method for nonlinear two point boundary value problems suggested in Hart and

,,, , %
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Soul [1973]. The idea behind this work is to consider the operator equation in its natural function space

setting. Roughly speaking, one defines a least-change secant method for the operator equation using the

norm in which Newton's method could be shown to have its familiar convergence properties. This gives a

point-wise quasi-Newton method equivalent to a local affine model which one discretizes and solves. In

other words, linearization precedes discretizaLion instead of the standard approaches in which one discre-

tizes the operator equation and then iteratively linearizes it.

Finally, the advent of parallel computers is leading to revived interest in multiple secant updates.

These are methods that attempt to satisfy more than one secant equation at each iteration in order to inter-

polate more than one previous value of g (x) for optimization, or of F (x) for nonlinear equations. They

were first mentioned by Barnes [1965] for nonlinear equations and shown by Gay and Schnabel [1978] and

Schnabel and Frank [1987] to lead to small gains over Broyden's method for nonlinear equations. The

application of this approach to unconstrained optimization has fundamental limitations, see Schnabel

[1983]. But these methods now seem naturally suited to parallel computation where multiple values of

g (x) or F(x) may be calculated at one iteration; see e.g. Byrd, Schnabel, and Shultz (1987].

6.4 Singular Problems

There are a number of practical problems for which J(x.) (for nonlinear equations) or V2f (x.) (for

optimization) are singular or nearly singular. We call these singular problems. None of the convergence

results of Sections 2-3 apply to singular problems, and by considering one variable problems we can see

that slow convergence is to be expected. For example, applying Newton's method for nonlinear equations

Ito solve x2 = 0 produces linear convergence with constant -, while applying Newton's method for optimi-

2zation to minimize x" gives linear convergence with constant T. Clearly the standard linear and quadratic

models are less helpful in these cases since all the derivatives used in the standard models approach zero as

x converges to x..

There has been a considerable amount of recent research analyzing the behavior of standard methods

on singular problems, and suggesting improved methods. Most of this research has been for nonlinear

equations problems and is summarized excellently in Griewank (1985]. We will give a very brief

..............
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indication of this work.

Many researchers have analyzed the convergence of Newton's method for solving singular systems

of nonlinear equations. For "regular" singularities, results such as those in Decker and Kelley [1980a,b] or

Griewank [19801 show that one can still expect linear convergence with the constant converging to I

Decker and Kelley [1985] show that Broyden's method, like the one-dimensional secant method, is linearly

convergent on singular problems with constant converging to ('"-1)/22-.62, from certain starting points.

Various acceleration schemes for solving singular systems of equations have been proposed, and

they are surveyed in Griewank [1985]. Many authors have suggested methods related to the one variable

idea of doubling the Newton step that are intended solely for singular problems. One difficulty in applying

these techniques is that one may not know a priori whether the problem is singular. Some methods from

curve following are also applicable to singular systems of equations. (see e.g. Moore and Spense [1980]).

Griewank [1985] and Schnabel and Frank [1984,1987] have proposed methods that are applicable to both

singular and nonsingular problems. These methods append a simple low rank quadratic term to the stan-

dard linear model, in a way that doesn't significantly increase the costs of forming, storing, or solving the

model. Schnabel and Frank report that their "tensor" methods lead to significant improvements on both

singular and nonsingular test problems.

The solution of singular unconstrained optimization problems is more complex. This is related to the

fact that for one variable problems, iff 4 (x.) = 0, then we must also havefw (x.) = 0 and f " (x.)20. Simi-

larly, Griewank and Osborne [1983] show that if V2f (x.)v =0 at a minimizer x., then we must have

V3f (x. )vvv = 0, V4f (x.)vvvv 2-0. and V3f (x)vv not too large. These conditions imply that the singularity

is "irregular" and invalidate most of the approaches mentioned above. Schnabel and Chow [1987] intro-

duce a "tensor" method that appends low rank third and fourth order terms to the standard quadratic model.

without requiring any additional function or dcrivative evaluations and without appreciably increasing the

cost of forming, storing, or solving the model. They report that their approach leads to a substantial reduc-

tion in the cost of solving both singular and nonsingular test problems.
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6.5 Parallel Computation

An important recent development in computing is the commercial availability of parallel computers.

computers that can perform multiple operations concurrently. These include MIMD (Multiple Instruction

Multiple Data) computers that allow different insmiction streams to be executed concurrently, processor

arrays that apply the same instruction stream to multiple data streams concurrently, and vector computers

that use data pipelining to rapidly perform pairwise addition or multiplication of vectors. Since it appears

that many of the significant future gains in computer speed will come from effectively utilizing such

machines, it is becoming important to design optimization methods that utilize them efficiently. Virtually

all the research in this area is quite recent, and we will simply indicate some of the approaches that are

emerging. These are primarily oriented towards MIMD computers, which seem to be the class of parallel

computers best suited towards parallel optimization because they support concurrency at a coarse-grain

algorithmic level.

One approach towards parallel optimization is to design general purpose parallel variants of the

Newton or quasi-Newton methods discussed in Sections 2-4. These types of methods have have two

potentially significant costs that must be considered in constructing parallel versions. They are the evalua-

tions of functions and derivatives, and the linear algebra costs in solving linear systems or updating secant

approximations. Both can be adapted to parallel computers.

The most obvious way to use a parallel computer effectively during the evaluation of functions or

derivatives is to perform the multiple function evaluations of a finite difference gradient or Hessian calcula-

tion concurrently (Dixon [1981], Patel [1982], Loosma [1984]). Schnabel [1986] introduces the idea of

performing a speculative finite difference gradient evaluation concurrently with the evaluation off (x) at a

trial point, before it is known whether this point will be accepted as the next iterate. Since the acceptance

rate for trial points usually is at least 70%, this gradient value will usually be needed, so this simple str-

tegy will utilize n +I or fewer processors quite efficiently if function evaluation is the dominant ost Byrd

Schnabel. and Shultz [19871 investigate the more difficult question of effectively utilizing more than n - I

(but fewer than I-n2) processors, this leads to new optimization methods that usually require significantly

fewer iterations that the BFGS method. An alternative (see e.g. Patel [1982]) is to evaluate f (x) at man.\
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trial points simultaneously, but this appears unlikely to produce as much increase in speed.

An n become large it is also important to perform the linear algebra calculations in parallel. For

methods that use the Hessian, parallel matrix factorizations and backsolves are required and many effective

algorithms have been produced (see e.g. Heller [1978], Geist and Heath [1986]). For BFGS methods, Han

[1986] has proposed an implementation thet sequences a factorization 7 2 T of the inverse of the Hessian

approximation and is well suited to parallel computers. An alternative is to utilize the unfactored inverse

update (3.4.6), which appears to parallelize as well and require fewer arithmetic operations. Traditionally

there has been some concern over the numerical stability of these approaches (see e.g. Powell [1987]); this

issue is now being re-examined since they seem better suited to parallel computation than the Cholesy fac-

torization update (3.4.4).

It will also be increasingly important to develop specific parallel optimization methods for particular

classes of expensive optimization problems. Some early examples include Dixon, Ducksbury, and Singh

[1982], and Dixon and Spedicato [1985]. There has also been work on parallel methods related to other

optimization methods we have discussed; for example see Housos and Wing [1980] for a parallel conjugate

direction method, and Lescrenier [1986] for a parallel approach to parially separable optimization.
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